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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Letters to the editor
The recent retail launch of
Umbro’s new England
away shirt has caused
uproar among some
members of the
independent sports trade.
Sports Insight received
a number of emails from

retailers expressing their
concern at the handling of
the situation. A selection,
some of which have been
edited because of space
restrictions, are printed
below, along with a
statement from Umbro.

Editor,
As the 'principal trade magazine for UK sports retailers,
manufacturers and distributors' I feel that you should be
made aware of the 'hot topic' at the moment. That is, of
course, the complete mayhem surrounding the launch by
Umbro of the new England away shirt.
The launch was scheduled for Tuesday, February 28,
2006. All retailers are sent out a fax-back paper which
they have to sign to say they will not sell or physically
display the new product until the launch day.
My understanding is that this is a legal document,
and that if it is not signed and returned Umbro will not
deliver the product in time for the launch date. The
national daily press reported that Asda stores had
purchased several thousand of these shirts on the socalled ‘grey’ market (allegedly because Umbro would not
supply them) and would be available in store three days
before Umbro's launch at a price of £28.
On Saturday, February 25 I witnessed that the new shirts
were on sale as follows:
Sports World - Adults £22.49, Junior £17.99.
JJB - Adults £25, Junior £20.
Debenhams - Adult £32, Junior £25.
So all three of these major multiples have broken the
embargo agreement.
In the case of Sports World and JJB, the selling price is
cheaper than the price that I have to pay Umbro.
How can this be a level playing field? What am I to do,
sell the product at a profit (if that's possible) and be seen
to be uncompetitive, or compete on price and make a
loss?
Clearly this is a question that all of the independent
sports retailers up and down the country have to ask
themselves. As you can imagine, this is a very big issue
and you can be sure a lot of independents are going to
want to take action on this.
I am seeking legal advice with regard to the Umbro
embargo agreement. I have spoken to the public
relations department at the FA in Soho Square, London,
to ask them questions such as, "Do they feel that Umbro
have allowed the national shirt to be devalued?" I
received a very terse "no comment" to all my questions.
Cyril Stephens
Proprietor, Lincoln Footie Shop
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Editor,
The situation surrounding the launch of the new shirt is a complete disaster for the
independent trade. Not only do you not get a welcome boost to late winter/early
spring trade, if we choose to match Sports Soccer prices we will lose £3.54 on every
adult shirt and £2.77 on every junior shirt (more if they pay by credit or debit card
and you give them a bag to put it in) or alternatively if you attempt to go out higher,
even if it is just high enough to get your money back, you run the risk of being
accused of ripping off your customers.
Those losses are based on us receiving a seven and a half per cent discount off
trade - a lot of independents will be in a worse position and not receive anything like
that figure.
Martin Harrison
D&D Sport & Leisure Ltd
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“Bad luck sir - you were just getting settled in.”
Fred Trueman to a Varsity batsman he’d just bowled first ball

Editor,

Editor,

Once again, Umbro have screwed the small independent. We are
made to sign an embargo agreement that does not allow us to
sell the new England shirt until the 28th of February, yet ASDA
were selling on the 24th at the same price as we buy them for.
Peter
Jus Cos Sports

I would like to add my disgust at the attitude of Umbro. We are an
independent retailer trading for 18 months. We joined STAG in October
last year and went to Heythrop. Umbro were pushing the new England
kit and looking for pre-orders, which were subsequently followed up by
phone calls - never again.
Steve Lawrence
Surrey Soccer

Editor,
I emailed Umbro to inform them I would be returning all of the
England shirts received. Umbro have informed me that the price
situation will be reviewed next week and to sit on the stock for now.
As far as I'm concerned, that’s after the horse has bolted and we
would have lost our best opportunity at sales for the launch. What
should we do with the stock we have been told to sit on?
Do we display it at £45 and be branded a rip off by the consumer?
Do we display it at £25 to compete and hope Umbro bales us out, or
do we hide it away until it’s resolved? No doubt the World Cup will be
key for sales, but I don't intend to sit on it until then.
I was assured by Umbro that this situation would not happen after
the fiasco involving Sainsbury’s on the last England away shirt launch,
so why do I trust them this time? We the independent trade should
back the companies who back them.
I have had lots of emailed support from the trade and intend to
follow this through to the end. All other Umbro stock is now being put
on eBay to rid the brand from my shop.
Andrew Maxted
Maxsport

Sports Insight received the
following response from Phil
Fellone, managing director of
Umbro UK:
Umbro has an established
distribution network that
supports a whole range of
football product, including
England replica kit. Umbro works
closely with all official retailers
and values independent retailers
highly, as a critical part of the
sports market in the UK providing

a valuable service to many
customers.
Umbro has no control over
the retail price of England
product, however, we recognise
the issues facing independent
stores and are looking to work
with them, looking at each case
on an individual basis to provide
whatever support we can. As a
gesture, we are prepared to give
all independents an additional 30
days’ credit in terms of payment.

“The situation surrounding the
launch of the new shirt is a
complete disaster for the
independent trade”
Editor,
I am a small sport shop retailer who, like countless other
independents, have suffered financial loss and embarrassment
during the so-called Umbro England away kit launch.
It is difficult enough as an independent retailer to compete
with the 'big boys' (multiples), so a huge event like a brand new
England kit is something we all look forward to, to bring lots of
trade and new custom into our businesses.
I am more disappointed that the kit was available before the
launch than I am of the price war. I feel all Umbro customers
should receive the same level of discount regardless of volume of
order and all should be made to sign an embargo agreement.
Another solution would be for the FA in conjunction with
Umbro to do the press launch before distributing stock to retailers,
hence no embargoes could be broken and no grey markets
formed, ie, launch Monday, distribute to retailers Tuesday, start
selling Wednesday, in conjunction with the international match.
Lou Fletcher
Managing director
Kirkham Sports

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Diary Dates

FEMALE FOCUS FOR
OUTDOOR 2006

SENI06 - THE COMBAT
SPORTS SHOW
May 6-7, 2006

Along with the latest retail
themes, women and outdoor
activities will be the focus at
OutDoor 2006, which takes place
on July 23-26 at the
Friedrichshafen Exhibition
Grounds.
Says Rolf G Schmid,
President of the European
Outdoor Group and head of the
Mammut Sports Group AG in
Switzerland: “Many of our
member companies are already
generating significantly higher
revenues with their women’s
collections. We have to ensure that
this growing market trend is
reflected at the trade fair.”
According to a spokesperson,
the event’s OutDoor fashion show
will place even greater emphasis
on women’s collections.
For more information visit
www.european-outdoor.com

National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham

OUTDOORPREVIEW
July 4-6, 2006
Harrogate International Centre

ISPO SUMMER
July 16-18, 2006
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

OUTDOOR 2006
July 23-26, 2006
Friedrichshafen Exhibition Grounds

LINGERIE & SWIMWEAR
EXHIBITION
August 20-22, 2006
Harrogate International Centre

SIA - SHORTLIST ANNOUNCED
The Sport Industry Awards judges have revealed the shortlist for this year's Best
Designed Sport Kit award. They are:
Aqua Sphere - Eagle Swimming Goggle (pictured)
ASICS - Gel-Kinsei
Gilbert Rugby - Xact product range
Prince - 03 Silver
Puma UK - Complete Trailfox
Woodworm - Flame cricket bat
For a full list of category shortlists visit www.sportindustry.biz
The winner of each category will be announced at the prestigious Sport Industry
Awards on Thursday, April 27 at Old Billingsgate in London.

McDavid launches consumer
campaign
McDavid has launched a targetted
consumer marketing campaign for its
HexPad range of products.
The campaign began in March with
a series of adverts in FourFourTwo and
Rugby World magazines, utilising
McDavid’s key endorsees such Jussi
Jaaskelainen and James Simpson-Daniel
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STAG BUYING SHOW
In association with Sports Insight
November 19-20, 2006
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information call STAG on 01793 715400

with the core message, ‘Protective Undergarments
that keep you warm and dry’.
Says Paul Sherratt, McDavid’s Country
Manager UK & Ireland: “The market for
undergarments is growing dramatically and the
ever-increasing distribution of the brand means
that the time is now right to further encourage
consumer demand and
push retail sell through
with a dedicated HexPad
consumer campaign.
“The HexPad
campaign will continue
during the second half
of the year with
increased print exposure
and a full line of point
of sale and merchandise
materials.”
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“On what?”
Chris Eubank’s reply when asked, have you ever
thought of writing your autobiography?

Name Game

Sponsorship news
DUNLOP has confirmed new five year agreements with the Professional
Squash Association (PSA) and Women’s International Squash Players’
Association (WISPA).
The company will be the exclusive and official ball and racquet
supplier to the men’s PSA World Tour and official ball supplier of WISPA.
Toby Marcham, Group Product Manager responsible for Dunlop
squash, says: “The PSA and WISPA agreements create the perfect
partnership for both professional squash and Dunlop.
Having our ball used by the world’s best male and
female players is the ultimate endorsement, as is
being official racket of the PSA.”
In addition, Dunlop has extended its agreements
with squash players Jonathon Power, currently world
number one, and Amr Shabana (pictured), who’s both
world champion and ranked world number two.
KOOGA has signed a new sponsorship deal with fly half legend Carlos
Spencer of the Saints. As well as wearing the KooGa Saints shirt,
Spencer and his Saints captain Bruce Reihana, who has also signed as
an ambassador to the brand, will now wear KooGa's range of rugby
protection, including protective shoulder padding and new base layer
range Thermo Skin as part of the deal, which will see the players
become top level endorsees.
SLAZENGER has signed a three-year sponsorship
deal with Liam Plunkett. The 20-year-old, who
has been playing first team county cricket for
Durham since he was 17, proved himself as a
top sportsman during his debut Test against
Pakistan in November.
Says Plunkett: “Having played Slazenger as
a child, I was already aware of its exceptional quality and the brand’s
reputation and prestige speaks for itself.”
In addition, Slazenger has also signed up former US Davis Cup,
world top 20 and tennis Olympic silver medallist, Mardy Fish. As part of
the deal, Fish will be playing with the Slazenger NX One racquet.

retailer became the official retail partner at Goodison Park. The new
three-year partnership will see JJB take over the day-to-day running of
Everton’s retail operation.
COTTON TRADERS has signed its third successive
three-year contract as the official supplier of the
Barbarians kit. This year’s matches will see the
prolific Barbarians team wearing the traditional
black and white striped jersey showcased by
world-class players such as Jonah Lomu, Thomas
Castaignede and Jeremy Guscott. Cotton Traders
was established in 1987 by former England rugby
captains, Fran Cotton and Steve Smith.
AQUA SPHERE is to be the Official Swim
Sponsor of Ironman UK and the UK Ironman
70.3 Triathlon events for the next three years.
Says Ironman UK Events Race Director,
Ron Thorne: "Aqua Sphere lead the way in swim accessories and have
a long association with Ironman Racing, sponsoring amongst others
Faris Al-Sultan, the current Ironman World Champion."
The complete range of Aqua Sphere goggles will be available at
the Ironman UK and UK Ironman 70.3 expos and through official
retailer TRI UK. They will also be available to test at the Ironman UK
Course Familiarisation weekends in May and July.

A Revolution in
Personalised Sportswear
The Xpres Ultragraphics system enables fast and cost effective
production of one-off and low volume, single or full colour logos for
application to a huge range of apparel, accessories and sporting gifts.

GILBERT has confirmed its sponsorship agreement to provide rugby
apparel and equipment to the Blue Bulls Company, and has unveiled a
new-look Vodacom Bulls rugby jersey for one of South Africa’s most
prominent rugby teams for the 2006 Vodacom Super 14 season.
The all-inclusive sponsorship agreement for the next five years will
see Gilbert generating maximum revenue from the brand exposure
through commercial activities, including amateur rugby, active
development programmes, coaching clinics and other events to further
promote rugby in the region.
PUMA has signed a new five-year
kit deal with Tottenham Hotspur
that is worth a reported £5 million
a season. The deal brings an end
to the club’s four-year association
with Kappa.
JOMA has extended its partnership
with Charlton Athletic by signing a new four-year contract to continue
as the club’s official kit supplier. The deal will see Joma supply Charlton
Athletic with home and away kits, training and leisurewear.
EVERTON FC has renewed its partnership with JJB Sports, extending the
original five-year £10 million deal signed in 2004 when the sports

●

●

Fast and easy production of
single and full colour logos
Produce from 1 to 100’s of
transfers profitably

●
●

Low consumable costs
From just £1,545 (inc.installation,
full training and warranty)

www.xpres.co.uk
Tel 01332 855 085
Fax 01332 855 080

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Online sales rescue athletic
footwear and apparel
Online retailing rescued sales of athletic footwear and apparel from a significant
downturn last year, according to data just released by marketing research and
analysis company NPD Sports Tracking Europe.
The value of sales of sports and sport-inspired shoes slipped 0.1 per cent in 2005
to just above £1.5 billion, after having grown by nine per cent during 2004. Sales of
sports apparel fell 0.9 per cent to £2.71 billion, compared with a seven per cent rise
the previous year. Average prices paid continued to decline.
Online sales, however, showed sharp rises. Footwear sales over the internet
surged by 28 per cent to £115 million, while apparel sales climbed 14 per cent to
£147 million. Internet sales now account for 7.7 per cent of all sports footwear sales,
up from six per cent in 2004, and more than double the level of two years ago.
The rise was less pronounced for sports apparel, but still large. Online purchases
of apparel made up 6.2 per cent of all retail purchases, compared with 5.4 per cent
in 2004 and 3.9 per cent in 2003. The online surge came at the expense of
department stores and traditional mail order sales.
General sports stores like JJB, the Sports Soccer fascia of Sports World
International and JD saw their market share rise. Average prices paid for athletic
footwear slipped 3.4 per cent to £26.02 a pair, after a 5.7 per cent decline in 2004.
Prices paid in online purchases were marginally lower - consumers bought more
upmarket models and paid nearly one-fourth more when buying online.
For further information contact NPD Sports Tracking Europe: 01932 355580.

ispo Russia has
successful
winter premier
ispo Russia has been hailed a success after 6,823 visitors and 230 national and
international brands from 21 countries took part in the event at the Crocus Center
in Moscow on February 20-23.
According to show organiser Messe Munchen GmbH, participating brands
were very satisfied with the quality of visitors and newly acquired contacts with
retailers. Buyers of large multi-sport chains came to Moscow from up to 70 regions
of Russia, thanks to the successful launch of the Buyer Account Program scheme.
Says Manfred Wutzlhofer, CEO of Messe Munchen GmbH: “We have
succeeded in implementing the concept of ispo Russia at the first winter event too.
The trade fair was designed for high-quality national and international brands and
provided retailers with a range of offers, with which they can position themselves
competitively on an international level in the long term.”

S&L UK awards
football prize
Sports & Leisure UK has given its Member of the Year for
Football award to long-standing member The Sports Shop,
Kingswinford, the first in a new series of prestigious awards
running across various sporting categories throughout 2006.
As sponsor of the award, Mitre Sports International
provided The Sports Shop with tickets to the friendly between
England and Uruguay at Anfield.
Says Adam Hemmings, director of The Sports Shop: "The
Sports Shop is the leading retailer of sports equipment in the
area. Whilst we do cover most sports, I have to say I'm
particularly pleased at the development of our football business.
"All teams are important customers and it's critical that we
provide them with kit and equipment which meet their specific
needs. This is where we score with Mitre.
"There's no doubt that they supply the best footballs in
the market, whether it be at a professional, match, training,
specialist or recreational level. Our thoroughly trained staff
ensure that every purchase meets the needs of our customers.
Mitre as a brand supports us all the way."
For more information about Sports & Leisure UK call Nigel Dyer
on 01977 662861 or visit www.sports-uk.co.uk

ASICS ROLLS OUT SIS SYSTEM
Asics' pilot test of its new shop-in-shop system in Zurich has
been followed up with the opening of four more in Germany
and one in London at Lillywhites in Piccadilly Circus.
As a result of increased sales - most noticeably in apparel
- and improved brand awareness generated at the point of
sale, Asics Europe is currently forecasting a total of 70 shopin-shops for 2006.
Staged within a multibrand store, Asics says its shop-inshop concept is creating an inspirational experience for both
its retail partners and consumers.
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Sporting Calendar

STAG growth continues
In February alone 20 sports retailers joined STAG,
bringing the total number of retail members to 320
and making STAG by far the largest and fastest
growing buying group in the UK sports industry.
New members include Speed One, Birmingham; M+C Sports, Skipton; Soneka
Sports, Ossett; FP Sports, Nantwich; PC Sports, Yeadon; Leisuretime Sports, Haddington,
East Lothian; Pushback Ltd, Wolverhampton; Ayr Bowling, Ayr; The Sporty, Brechin,
Tayside; Ryedale Rambler, Pickering, North Yorks; Minus Ten, Stirling; Anchor Sports,
Kingsbridge, Devon; For Runners, Stirling; Castle Walk Sports, Richmond, North Yorks;
Rowe Sports, Chingford; Rollermania, Bristol; Ace Darts and Sports, Clacton-On-Sea;
Campus Sports, Perth; Sportique Sportswear, Magherafelt, Northern Ireland; and Huey
and Henderson, Coleraine, Northern Ireland.

STAG buying show 2006
STAG has over 50 suppliers booked to exhibit and 100 retailers already confirmed as
attending its buying show in November.
STAG expects the show, which takes place at The Heythrop Park Country Club, to be fully
booked by the end of March. Eighty STAG suppliers and 200 STAG retailers will be at the
show when it takes place on November 19-20.

STAG show 2005 prize draw
The winner of the STAG show 2005 prize draw is Mr and Mrs RK Gangotra of The Pro
Shop in Maidenhead, Berkshire.
Says Daniel Herman, CEO of Bio-Synergy, who supplied the prize: “I am delighted to have
teamed up with STAG and Sports Insight to reward the backbone of all our businesses,
the sports independent trader.
“The winner receives four VIP tickets to any county game at the Oval and six regular
tickets and they will also receive a signed bat, courtesy of Bio-Synergy.”

they should think of each other.”
Ex-Spurs boss David Pleat

SPORTS WORLD
acquires Gilesports
Sports World has announced the acquisition of the
72-strong Gilesports retail chain.
Run by the Giles family for four generations,
Gilesports was founded in 1925 by Henry C Giles
and has outlets predominantly in Wales, the south
west and the Midlands. In December 2002 Gilesports
obtained a foothold in the north east when it
acquired six further outlets from Dixon Sports.
According to Sports World, the Gilesports
ethos will remain but will now benefit from the full
support and backing of the company, which has
200 stores across the UK.
Says Andy Giles, Buying and Merchandising
Director of Gilesports: "Today's sport retail market
is a very tough, competitive environment and to
compete effectively we wanted to become part of
a very large group and we are delighted to be
joining such a fantastic, dynamic brand as Sports
World."
Bob Mellors, chief finance officer at Sports
World, commented: "The negotiations were
exceptionally smooth, with both parties working
well together, and we are currently undertaking a
strategic review with our key suppliers to ensure
the continued success of the business."

Sports
Shorts

… England football fans have been offered more than 1,000 extra tickets for each of England’s World Cup group stage
games to stop a black market frenzy…the World Cup will be broadcast live on mobile phones for the first time in the
competition’s history…The ECB will receive a £10.7 million funding boost from Sport England over the next three years
earmarked for grassroots and community cricket…Sport England has pledged £14.6 million to athletics to encourage greater
participation and build success across the sport…Polartec and Black Hole have joined forces to become partners in the snowboarding sector…The
first-ever TIMEX Women-only Triathlon will be held on June 24, 2006. Organised by Human Race, the triathlon caters for all abilities and offers a choice
of challenges…Manchester will be the focus of high profile sporting events coming up over the next couple of years. It will host the men’s and
women’s European Hockey Championships next year, and the Hi-Tec Men’s and Women’s World Squash Championships in 2008…Andrew Flintoff is to
be used in a range of promotional activity for Sky Sports’ upcoming cricket coverage…
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop

Essential stock for your shop

Great margin and
great quality
snorkelling
season gets
sorted with
Aquatics
Delivering from Ap
ril 1, the
swim equipment spe
cialist
Aqua Sphere is lau
nching a
new sports snorke
lling range
- AQUATICS.
The new label, a sis
ter
brand to the proven
Aqua
Sphere name, has
been
created to deliver sup
erb
low-cost masks, sno
rkels
and fins for recrea
tional use
in adults and kids
sizes.
Offering great qualit
y and
comfort, AQUATIC
S
products start at on
ly £4.99
SRP - a lot of snorke
lling fun
for the price.
For surely the best
margins
in sports snorkellin
g
equipment, phone
01254 27
88 73 today and ge
t your
season sorted.

Penguin Sport Wash
An obvious add-on with the sale of high-tech clothing is Penguin Sport Wash a biodegradable, residue-free, non-allergenic formula designed to keep hightech fabric at peak performance. After all, if customers are spending £200 on a
jacket, it makes sense that they spend a little extra to keep it looking and
working like new.
Residues left by regular detergents trap moisture - causing odour - and
block the performance enhancing features of the gear. Penguin Sport Wash
washes away these residues, removing dirt, neutralising bacteria and restoring
breathability, wicking properties and factory-applied waterproofing (DWR). It
also restores the loft to down and synthetic insulation and
prevents colour fading.
It contains no bleach, phosphate, brightener or
scent, so is less damaging to the
environment, yet it effectively removes
mud, grass stains, odour and even blood.
The SRP of £16.99 will wash around
18 loads, that’s less than £1 a wash to
keep performance clothing performing at
its optimum - a small price to pay when
you consider the cost of technical clothing.
To find out more about stocking Penguin
Sport Wash, call 01923 242233 or visit
www.1000mile.co.uk for more information.
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Exclusive Breast
Cancer Campaign
pink fitness clothing
from Ronhill
Ronhill has developed a ninestrong range of pink women’s
fitness clothing for the Breast
Cancer Campaign charity, which
will be launched this month. The
range will cater for women up to
size 18.
According to the BCC, Britain
has the highest breast cancer
mortality rate in the world. Every
year in the UK over 13,000
women die from the disease,
despite improvements in
screening, treatment and
diagnosis.
The new BCC collection
builds on the success of Ronhill’s
Aspire and Fitness ranges, which
have donated a proportion of
their profits to the charity over the
last two years. With the pink BCC
range Ronhill hopes to
significantly boost its donations to
the charity in 2006.
Prices start from £20 and the
collection is launched in March 31.
Ronhill: www.ronhill.com

Mizuno Wave Mustang
Using Mizuno Wave technology, the Wave Mustang
is ideal for the runner seeking a high mileage,
neutral cushioned shoe that is perfect for long road
runs, providing excellent forefoot
and heel cushioning.
Mizuno Corporation (UK):
0800 328 0180.
www.mizunoeurope.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop

Essential stock for your shop
Mizuno Wave Elixir
The Mizuno Wave Elixir features SmoothRide
Engineered Wave Technology for the runner that
requires mild stability but demands excellent support
and cushioning in a lightweight shoe.

PERFORMANCE CR25

™

Mizuno Corporation (UK): 0800 328 0180.
www.mizunoeurope.com

C O M F O R T, F I T, VA LU E
Our Performance
CR25™ fabric is the
latest in high
performance chlorine
resistant fabrics. The
superior all-way
stretch and recovery
warp knitted fabric
ensures both comfort
and fit whilst offering
up to 25 times longer
life than conventional
swimwear in
chlorinated water.
CR25 offers a UPF50+
sun protection rating,
resists bagging and
fading and has a low
water absorbency
quick dry feature.

LASTS UP
TO 25
TIMES
LO N G E R
Spring/Summer range available now
call the sales hotline 01276 489089
www.zoggs.com

www.sportindustry.biz

Nike national team kits
Nike has unveiled a range of new national team kits ahead of the World Cup.
Brazil, Holland, Portugal and Australia are amongst four of the teams who
will run out in kits featuring Nike Sphere Dry technology as well as bespoke
cultural reference points woven into each shirt’s design.
Nike Sphere Dry fabric draws sweat away from the skin to the surface of
the shirt, where it evaporates. It has a three-dimensional construction that
creates air space between the material and the skin to reduce the chances of
the shirt sticking to the body.
The DRI-FIT socks have been designed to reduce chafing and encourage
airflow around the foot.
All kits will be available from April 1.
Nike: 0800 0561640.

Puma golf collection

Merrell Q-Form technology
Merrell continues to innovate with its Q-Form technology designed
specifically for women. This technology accommodates the fact that
women move differently to men. All styles in the S/S 06 collection
feature this technology.
The Q-Angle is the angle between the hips and the knee - due to
wider hips and a lower centre of gravity, a women’s Q-Angle is more
pronounced. This stretches the inner ligaments and creates a cycle of
supination and pronation, which ultimately leads to discomfort and pain.
The Q-Form combines properly sequenced
cushioning with a supportive and naturally
aligning midsole.
www.merrell.com

Puma has launched its first complete performance golf collection,
which includes footwear, apparel and accessories.
Geared towards today’s young metropolitan golfers, the men’s
apparel offerings include collared polo shirts, knitted vests and
Bermuda shorts and feature a distinctive ’18-hole’ logo and details
such as waistband tee holders.
The women’s offering includes Bermudas and knitted tops as
well as a pleated skirt and minimalist dress.
Engineered for comfort, the PG GTX golf shoe has an all-leather
upper with breathable and water repellent Gore Tex. It also features
CHAMP Q-Loc receptacles and a Scorpion Stinger spike system.
www.puma.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT FOCUS

What’s Hot
Mizuno product range

Paul Stevens, Mizuno’s UK Field Sales Manager, talks us
through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
The Mizuno Corporation was
established in Osaka, Japan in 1906.
Mizuno’s corporate philosophy - ‘To
contribute to society through the
advancement of sports and quality
sporting goods’ - is clearly reflected in
our support of numerous worldwide
sporting events.
Mizuno is dedicated to advancing
sports through cutting-edge technology
and is committed to pushing the
boundaries of technology to achieve this.
The Mizuno has a product range of
about 300,000 different types of
technically advanced products. In 2006
Mizuno celebrates its 100-year
anniversary.

Key features and benefits?
A key feature of the Mizuno brand is the
use of ‘Wave Technology’ across its
whole footwear collection. Wave
Technology and the construction of
materials incorporated in Mizuno
technology helps with shock attenuation
on heal strike, providing both cushioning
and support for various foot types.
Mizuno has created a revolutionary
design studio (SOZO) to cultivate
cutting-edge concepts and
methodologies for the development of
sports equipment. This ensures Mizuno
stays at the forefront of sports product
development across all categories.
Mizuno has also developed
technologies within its running apparel
range, for example:
■ ‘Ice Touch’ is designed to dissipate the
heat caused by sweat vapour, keeping
you cool and dry.
■ ‘Breath Thermo’ is a new and
revolutionary thermal material that
generates heat, allowing continuous
warmth to the user. Breath Thermo
creates perfect apparel for the active
outdoor sportsperson in colder climates.
Mizuno is a specialist sports brand
and its technologies and products are
designed to assist and enhance the
performance of the athlete, striving to
ensure both its footwear and apparel
range are of the highest quality and can
be worn by all levels of athletes.

Why has the range sold so
well?
The introduction of the SmoothRide
design philosophy in 2005 has helped
reinforce the perception that Mizuno
produces running shoes that not only
ensure cushioning and durability but also
feel great.
16
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However, Mizuno always felt that
Mizuno technology was perceived too
much as purely a cushioned technology.
The introduction of Wave Nirvana in
autumn/winter 2004 went a long way in
helping retailers and consumers
understand that Mizuno technology not
only cushions but also provides
exceptional stability.
The understanding and perception
has been reinforced by the Wave
Nirvana 2, Wave Inspire and Wave
Elixir, to a point that it is commonly
understood Mizuno Wave technology
not only offers comparable stability to
that of a competitor, but in most cases
it’s superior, as it negates the need to use
heavy medial second densities.
By using lightweight materials in
the upper and the construction of the
Wave plate provides both cushioning
and support. Mizuno does not need to
add layers of materials to increase the
support or cushioning, enabling it to
produce an excellent performance shoe
that is lightweight.

Who is it aimed at?
Our products are aimed at both the
professional and occasional sports
person. Mizuno wants to help enhance
the performance of the sports participant
at whatever level they are at. We aim to
develop products that help protect the
body when running, so the participant
can continue to enjoy their activity.

How is it marketed?
Product adverts are placed in key
running, football and golf publications.
We also have a web presence on
selected key websites, plus a real focus
at the point of sale.
We work closely with grass root
athletes, assisting them to progress
through the support of products and
expert advice. We also have contracts
with world-class athletes, soccer and
rugby players that give us brand profile
globally.

What is the most effective
way a retailer can market
the range?
It is important for the retailer that they
aim their selection at the markets they
are targeting.
Purchasing the correct shoes for the
type of market you want to hit is very
important. It is good to get connections
with local sports clubs/individuals and
work closely with them. Mizuno is
active in this area and can help retailers
build closer relationships with their
local sports community.
si

STAG IS

GROWING
AND

ON THE MOVE!!

• STAG Buying Group
The largest and fastest growing UK Independent
Sports Buying Group.
• Members
Over 320 individual retail members throughout
the UK (450 Outlets)
• Sports Buyers Show
STAG run the biggest Sports Buying Show in the UK.
• There are great supplier discounts available
As well as numerous other benefits to take advantage
of, too many to list here.
Contact us below for an informal chat to discuss the
benefits, be on the route to increase profit margins.

Our new address is:
Sports Traders Alliance Group Ltd, The Courtyard, 221 Cheyney Manor Road
Swindon, Wiltshire. SN2 2PE

For more information on how to become part of the STAG success story
please call us for an informal chat.
Head Office 01793-715406 • Ward 07881-828873 • Ricky 07881-828874

RETAIL INTERVIEW

Retail Therapy
Ian Gibson, MIG Sports, Reading

What are your thoughts on
the current retail climate?
All I‘ve sold is cricket equipment up
until now, and in regard to that,
Woodworm bats are the be-all and endall with children wanting to be like
Flintoff and Pieterson and I can see
this continuing. In general, the current
climate isn’t great, with people saving
their money worrying about raising
fuel bills for one. I’m hoping that over
the next year it will slowly start to
improve.
A fire fighter who broke into sports
retail a couple of years ago when he
started selling cricket equipment to
players and clubs in the local leagues
on his days off, Ian Gibson has just
opened his first sports store, MIG
Sports in Reading.
Gibson’s brother will be running
the shop Monday to Friday with two
part-time staff, with Gibson there when
he’s off duty from the fire brigade.
Sports Insight spoke to him two weeks
before the planned opening.

Why did you decide to get
into sports retail?
Simply because I enjoy taking part,
talking about, watching, basically
anything to do with sport, and where I
live there is a very short supply of
quality sports shops. There are lots of
sports-fashion stores, but only one other
dedicated sports equipment store, which
is situated at the other end of town. So
there’s quite a gap in the market.

What will be stocked in
MIG Sports?
The showroom will stock cricket,
football, rugby, hockey, darts,
pool/snooker and racquet sports, as
well as some gym clothing - so
generally, all sports equipment. I’ve
tried to give the store a fresh and
modern look, which I’m hoping will
appeal to consumers. We’re well on
schedule, and biased I may be, but I
think it is looking very nice so far.

Independents need to offer the
customer something different
18

How will you compete with
the bigger retailers?
Reading is okay for sports retail if you
want trainers, tracksuit or hoodies, but
if you’re after sports equipment sold to
you by staff who know what they’re
talking about, there isn’t much choice.
That’s how MIG Sports will
compete. It will sell sports equipment
and the staff will be passionate and
knowledgeable about sport. The staff
will also be able to offer advice and or
coaching - something the bigger
retailers don’t. Independents need to
offer the customer something
different, something personal that will
make the customer want to make you
his first call.

How do you find out about
new products?
I’m a member of a buying group. I
think independents need to be, simply
for the savings that they give you.
Also, being part of a group gives you
the opportunity to discuss issues with
people doing similar things.

How do you keep
customers coming back?
You keep customers coming back by
giving them competitive prices and,
most importantly, the best service. If
you do this why would they go
anywhere else?

sports shop, I could never afford to
purchase their equipment straight away.
It’s as if they don’t want the little sports
shops to do well and are only interested
in the bigger retailers.

What do you like most and
least about the business?
There haven’t been too many things I’ve
not enjoyed so far. I’ve enjoyed meeting
new people and discussing new ranges
of equipment that are coming out. I’ve
also enjoyed watching the store
transform into a sports store from a cafe.
One of the things that I’m not looking
forward to is the paperwork side - the
VAT and the payroll - as it’s something
I’ve never done before.

Why did you decide to set
up an internet arm to MIG
Sports? What percentage of
sales are web-based
compared to outlet sales?
I think the website is very important. A
recent survey found that 64 per cent of
adults had logged on to the internet in
one month alone, and of those 61 per
cent had bought or ordered goods. With
this in mind, you have to have a website
that looks good and is easy to navigate.
At present my site is on the net but
doesn’t yet have the products available.
My web designer is looking to have it all
ready by end of March/early April. I’m
hoping to have around 20 per cent of
sales via the website once it’s up and
running.

How do you think as a
newcomer to the sports
retail business you’ll manage
running a store?
I think the hardest part of the business is
out of the way now. I have a unit in a
very good area, right next to a Fitness
First gym. I’ve built up a good list of
suppliers and I have staff who are as
passionate about sport as I am.
As long as we offer top-quality
customer service, I’m confident in my
new direction, and thoroughly looking
forward to the challenge.
si

What do you believe is the
biggest barrier to doing
business?
Since I’ve set up the store I have found
that one big barrier seems to be the big
companies - I don’t need to say which
ones I mean. As a small independent
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Don’t get stumped
looking for your cricket kits
Shirts, sweaters, trousers and
training wear available from stock
now as individual or club orders.
Replica clothing available from
April, orders now being taken.

Craig White wearing Exito
long sleeved Ivory - Navy shirt

For more information about replica
clothing and club wear, or to open an
account, please contact Exito sales on
01565 777300
or email info@exitosports.com
Exito Sports Company Limited, C1
Burley Heyes, Arley Road, Appleton
Thorn, Cheshire, WA4 4RS.
Website: www.exitosports.com

Official Kit Suppliers to:• Lancashire CCC
• Yorkshire CCC
• Nottinghamshire CCC
• Warwickshire CCC

60 SECONDS INTERVIEW

60
Seconds

Chris Sutherland, managing director of Dita UK
How have sales been at Dita?
Sales at Dita have increased by 26.2 per cent over the last
two years.
What are the reasons for such growth?
High quality products throughout all product groups
backed up with a next-day delivery service on a 12month basis.
What are the company’s strengths?
Dita is a small, hands-on company led by a former Great
Britain player who has the vitality and drive to always look
forward with innovative ideas. Combine this with a close
working relationship with retailers, so that we give them
what they want. The large stock holding policy has proved
favourable with most retailers.
What new Dita products will be available in 2006?
A complete new range of sticks from £200 retail to £10
retail. Sticks are now mostly composites. Dita’s close
development with Chinese factories has brought
them high-tech sticks at varied prices to suit the needs of
all players.
How is the hockey shoe market?
As market leaders in Europe on specialist hockey shoes,
Dita does not stand still. We are continuously developing
new shoes with innovative ideas or patents in styles and
colours that the market requires.
Commonwealth Games players have already received
samples of the forthcoming Turf Match shoe, which
incorporates the Patented ME Waterproof System in it.
This lightweight Olympic-quality shoe will have an MRRP
of £80.
Is the market growing?
Yes. In particular youth hockey, where Dita has
enjoyed growth in the last two years with good quality
sticks and shoes to suit the budgets of parents with
growing children.
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What are your best sellers?
A difficult question to answer as we have great-selling items
in each product group.
Shoes: Astro Kid, Cross Turf (Ladies) and Turf Force
have done really well in volume and the Turf Star top-end
shoe has sold better than expected.
Sticks: despite the price (£200), we have sold lots of
Titan sticks. However, the bigger volumes have been in V6
(Bombay Bend), V2Giga X550, Giga X395 and Giga 325.
In the back-to-school range, our FX 100 (outdoor and
indoor) continue to be big sellers.
Grips: sales of the famous Dita Chamois grip has
increased dramatically over the last 12 months, but we sold
out of our new Supersoft Overgrip in five months.
What is your marketing strategy?
Dita has always been strong in sponsoring top players. At
present we sponsor numerous top European players, one of
which, Teun de Noojier, was again voted number one player
in the world. As well as these players, we sponsor Great
Britain, England, Scotland and Ireland players with sticks
and shoes.
Where do you hope to be in 12 months time?
We are looking for another 10 per cent growth in 2006 by
increasing our market share in sticks and textiles.
Where do you hope to be in five years time?
We intend to be the number one hockey distributor in the
UK. However, just now we see our customers as being
number one. si

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

Introducing SAFEA
The FSPA gives us the low-down on the Sports
and Fitness Equipment Association
This month the Federation of Sports
and Play Associations would like to
introduce the Sports and Fitness
Equipment Association (SAFEA).
SAFEA is the lead trade association
for companies engaged in the supply
and installation of sports halls, games,
fitness and gymnasium equipment. Its
members are dedicated to offering
quality in both products and service. All
members’ products adhere to the
relevant safety requirements.
SAFEA recently exhibited at the
Sports Colleges Conference, held at the
International Centre in Telford in
February. SAFEA’s objective was to
promote the association and ensure that
the key decision makers had access to
our membership listing. The event
proved to be a success, attracting more
than 1,800 delegates.
The new SAFEA website
(www.safea.co.uk) has just been
launched and is proving to be an
invaluable resource for all those
connected with the industry.

ispo Summer
From July 16-18 the national and
international sporting goods and sports
fashion industry will once again get
together at the New Munich Trade Fair
Centre to present their product
innovations for the summer 2007 season
to a wide-ranging audience.
ispo is the largest European sporting
goods trade fair and is seen as the
springboard into Europe and beyond.
This year provides an opportunity to
meet many exhibitors and 25,000 trade
visitors from 100 countries.
The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations is again organising a British
Pavilion at the show, which is sure to give
British exhibitors greater exposure. If you
would like to be part of this Pavilion visit
22

www.sportsandplay.com or contact
Shaun Gilbert at the FSPA via email
(shaun@sportsandplay.com) or by
telephone on 02476 414999
extension 204.
Companies that are ‘new to export’
may apply for an export grant available
through UK Trade & Investment.
Government funding is limited, so don’t
delay your application.

EU Anti-Dumping
Investigation
The FSPA, representing the Sports
Manufacturers and Retailers Trade
Association, is deeply concerned at the
anti-dumping investigation currently
being conducted by the European
Commission on leather footwear from
China and Vietnam. The FSPA and
sporting brands have met with DTI
officials and the Minister for Trade, Ian
Pearson, to lobby the UK Government
to vote against the EU.
China and Vietnam are two
essential sourcing countries for our
industry, accounting for almost 80 per
cent of sport footwear supplies. The
availability of high-quality and
competitively priced footwear from
China and Vietnam has not only
benefited British consumers, but has
allowed the UK retail industry to grow
and create employment throughout the
country.
The European Commission has
submitted its proposal for anti-dumping
measures to the EU Member States. We
would hope that, if the recommendation
is that dumping has taken place and that
provisional anti-dumping duties should
be imposed on these imported products,
the UK delegation will strongly oppose
this move and vote against the
recommendation. If anti-dumping
measures have been applied on a

provisional basis, it will still be possible
to reverse this before the definitive
duties decision in October 2006.
The UK has no interest in seeing
duties imposed on footwear imports
from China and Vietnam as there is no
manufacturing to protect. Trade
restrictions on footwear imports from
both countries would put at risk
thousands of jobs in the UK retailing
industry - and our sector especially. It
would be deeply unfair if our industry
is punished for having adapted to the
demands of international competition.
Footwear for sporting activities is
not produced in Europe and we rely on
imports from Vietnam and China to
satisfy consumer demand. For this
reason, a large category of sport
footwear - Special Technology Athletic
Footwear, or STAF - has been free from
quotas and anti-dumping measures for
the last decade. The preliminary
exclusion of STAF must be maintained
and we will continue to argue against
measures on any sport footwear as they
are not produced in the EU.
British consumers would also end
up paying more and get less value for
money in terms of quality and choice if
measures are introduced. Duties will
especially hurt poor families with
children, on whom such price hikes
have the most impact.
This case is an unprecedented
threat to the sports goods sector. Duties
will have an impact on retailers,
importers, athletes and consumers.
They will result in more expensive
products and less choice and a
relocation of manufacturing away from
China and Vietnam to other countries in
the region.
When you read this a decision will
have already been made by the EU on
leather-related shoes, but the real risk is
that this case will unleash a flood of
other similar cases, which would be
disastrous for the whole sector.
If you would like more information
on the above, contact Jane Montgomery
on 02476 414999 extension 210.
si
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Left: The British
Pavilion - ispo Summer
Above: Networking at
the Sports Colleges
Conference

SPORTS INSIGHT DIRECTORY

The UK Sports
Buyer’s Guide

Don’t miss your
opportunity to
feature in the d
efin
to the sports tra itive guide
de
Ever wished yo
u had a
comprehensive
reference guid
e to
the sports trad
e that could pr
ov
ide
you with the la
test informatio
n
pertinent to yo
ur business?
Part of the highly
successful Spor
ts
Insight product
portfolio, the UK
Sports
Buyer’s Guide 20
06 is an easy-to
-use
A5 guide that in
cludes details on
:
■ Agents
■ Buying gr
oups
■ Distribut
ors
■ Independ
ent retailers
■ Manufac
turers
■ PR agen
cies
■ Sporting
events
■ Trade ex
hibitions

Be part of it

■ Retailers

- ensure your bu
siness
retains its compe
titive edge by
featuring in our
‘Independent
Retailers’ sectio
n, sure to be br
owsed
by manufacture
rs, agents and
distributors thro
ughout the UK.
You can even ta
ke an enhanced
entry to guaran
tee your compa
ny
stands out from
the crowd.
■

Manufacturers,
agents and
distributors - th
e UK Sports Buy
er’s
Guide is a costeffective means
of
reaching thousa
nds of key deci
sion
makers in the re
tail trade.

Divided into pr
oduct categorie
s
for ease of navi
gation, you can
even
choose what ca
tegories your
company featur
es in to make su
re
your message re
aches a tightly
targeted audien
ce.
As well as cate
gory listings, a
number of othe
r marketing optio
ns
are also availabl
e, including
full-colour disp
lay and
cover advertisin
g.

Circulation

The UK Sports
Buyer’s Guide
will be mailed
out with Sports
Insight
magazine,
which has a
circulation of
5,268, a figure
that has been
independently ve
rified by the Aud
it
Bureau of Circul
ations (ABC).
ABC certificatio
n demonstrates
a
media owner’s
integrity in thei
r
willingness to be
audited and to
conform to indu
stry standards.
Don’t miss the
opportunity of
year-long expo
sure in this esse
ntial
information so
urce. Call Keith
Shaw-Marshal
l or Tim Wilby
on
01206 505947/5
00240 or email
guide2006@sp
orts-insight.co.
uk for
further details
.
si
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STORE SECURITY
COVER
STORY

The story of New Balance begins at
the dawn of the 20th century in
Boston, Massachusetts, when
William J Riley, a 33-year-old
English immigrant, committed
himself to helping people with
problem feet by making arch
supports and prescription
footwear to improve
shoe fit.
In 1934
Riley went into
partnership with
his leading
salesman,
Arthur
Hall, who
24
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was highly successful in selling arch
supports to ‘policemen and other folks
who were on their feet all day’.
In 1954 Arthur Hall sold the
business to his daughter and son-inlaw, Eleanor and Paul Kidd. Arch
supports and prescription footwear
remained the cornerstone of their
business until 1961 when they
manufactured The Trackster, the
world's first performance running shoe
made with a ripple sole and available
in multiple widths (a design feature
they have kept until the present day).
The Trackster soon became the shoe
of choice for college running coaches
and YMCA fitness directors.

During the 1960s New Balance's
reputation for manufacturing
innovative performance footwear
available in multiple widths grew
through satisfied customers, word of
mouth and grassroots promotions.

Change in the 70s
When Jim Davis bought the company
from the Kidds on the day of the
Boston Marathon in 1972, he
committed himself to uphold the
company's founding values of fit,
performance and manufacturing.
Anne Davis began her journey with
New Balance in 1978. Her focus became
building a superior culture for NB

INTERNATIONAL LEADER
“Privately held Boston-based New
Balance
has grown
from a small
Opposite:
If
sportsmen
company
to and
an international industry
women
havewe
worndo make some shoes
leader.
While
or used the item,
overseas,
we
there will
be also operate five USA
somebody
out
factories,
remaining
committed to our
there willing
to
domestic
workforce
who has remained
collect it
dedicated to us through the years."
Jim Davis, Chairman & CEO
associates and those who do business with
the company around the globe.
Together, Anne and Jim led New
Balance on its mission to become the
world's leading manufacturer of high
performance footwear and apparel.
Jim Davis remains the chairman and
CEO of New Balance. His passion and
commitment to the brand has seen it
develop from a small company to an
international market leader.
Sustaining great ethics and
company moral and staying committed
to its domestic workforce who has
remained dedicated to New Balance
through the years (including domestic
manufacturing in the USA, UK and
Japan) has enabled the company to
become the shoe of choice for
consumers worldwide.

The New Balance philosophy
Because feet don't come in one or two
widths, and because shoes that fit better
perform better, New Balance shoes come
in a wide range of widths and sizes.

In addition, the New Balance
Suspension System - a collection of
technologies developed to meet the
diverse needs of athletes - is integrated
throughout the product line to ensure
you find the right shoe for your foot
type and performance requirements.
New Balance has made significant
strides in apparel, taking a more
progressive approach with innovative
fabrics and features, an attractive
colour palette and timeless designs.
Like its footwear, the apparel line
features the New Balance hallmark of
fit, performance and comfort.
An increasing segment of the New
Balance business, NB apparel includes
a large collection of garments - from
technical running gear to athletic
workout wear. Engineered to be
versatile and durable, the apparel
collection incorporates advanced
moisture management liners, breathable
microfibres and water-resistant coatings
to provide consumers with the ultimate
in comfort and weather protection.

NEW BALANCE THROUGH THE DECADES
1900s
Custom-made
Opposite: If arch supports developed
by sportsmen
New Balance
and Arch Company to
women
have worn foot problems and
correct
orthopaedic
or used the item,
relieve
pain.
there will be

Fleming wins the 1975 New York City
Marathon in a pair of New Balance
320s. In October 1976 Runner's World
awards first place ranking to the 320
running shoe.

somebody out
there willing to
1930s
Thecollect
first ithand-made running spike
developed by New Balance Arch
Company and worn by Dan McBride.
Later, in 1940, McBride competes in a
pair of black kangaroo leather running
shoes with crepe soles in the Reddish
Road Race in Jamaica Plain, MA.

1960s
In 1961 the New Balance Trackster
becomes the first running shoe to
feature a rippled rubber sole and is the
first to be manufactured in multiple
widths. It’s adopted by coaches and
athletes as the only serious shoe to train
and compete in.
1970s
Jim Davis buys the company on the day
of the 1972 Boston Marathon. Tom

1980s
With almost a 20-year heritage, the 990
running series has withstood the test of
time and is still a best-seller, providing
excellent comfort and stability for
serious runners.

Which would you prefer? Athletic
shoes built around the belief that the
marketing prowess of an NBA superstar
can sell anything? Or athletic shoes
built around the belief that better fit and
technology mean better performance?
New Balance prefers the latter;
that's why it adheres to a unique
‘Endorsed By No One’ philosophy.
Instead of paying celebrities to tell you
how great the company’s products are,
New Balance invests in research,
design and domestic manufacturing and
lets its products speak for themselves.
By adhering to this philosophy,
New Balance is able to celebrate the
true stars - everyday athletes who
choose New Balance footwear and
apparel because they fit and because
they perform.
Over the past decade New Balance
has grown substantially. Worldwide
sales have increased from $210 million
in 1991 to $1.3 billion in 2003. The
company attributes this success to its
ongoing commitment to integrity,
teamwork and total customer
satisfaction; performance and fit over
fashion; investment in domestic
manufacturing; technological
innovation; and its anti-endorsement
philosophy.
New Balance has remained true to
who it is by remaining focused on
manufacturing as opposed to marketing
and by being concerned first and
foremost with producing high-quality
si
performance products.

1990s
Wearing the RC110 Racing Comp, Khalid
Khannouchi of Morocco sets a world
marathon record with a winning time of
2.05.41 at the 1999 Chicago Marathon.
2000-present
The RC1001 was the first shoe to
feature the N-ergy SC System, the
latest technological innovation in the
New Balance high-performance
Suspension System. N-ergy is now
available in a range of performance
footwear products.
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STORE SECURITY
DISABLED
SPORTS

Sport for all
Often forgotten and ignored, the
disabled sector has massive buying
power that retailers shouldn’t
overlook, says Dave Howell

Sam Bowles/BowlesAssociates

Recent figures from the Department
for Work and Pensions indicates that
disabled people spend a massive £80
billon a year on goods and services.
Since 2004 the right to equal
access to premises has been enshrined
in law as the Disability Discrimination
Act (DDA) 1995 was extended. But
enabling disabled customers to enter
your store is just the first step you
need to take if you want to capitalise
on these potential consumers. So why
are so many retailers ignoring this
lucrative market?

On two wheels
One of the main reasons that sports
retailers don’t have disabled sports
people on their marketing radar is
because of a complete misconception
about the size of the market and how
they can reach these customers.
Also, as Peter Lechlein,
Fundraising and Marketing Manager at
the London Sports Forum for Disabled
People, points out, for many retailers,

Sam Bowles/BowlesAssociates
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and even the general public, disabled
means little more than wheelchair users.
“I think most people think of
wheelchair users when they think of
disabled people, although they only
make up five per cent of the disabled
population,” says Lechlein. “The
coverage that wheelchair sports receives
does to some extent reinforce this, but
then with events like the Paralympics it
has also helped bring sports for other
impairment groups into view.
“Wheelchair sport is a great start,
but we also need to widen awareness
of the achievements of elite athletes in
other impairment groups so there are
more role models for disabled
children to aspire to.”
Even if you don’t intend to offer
equipment designed for disabled sports
people, you can still make this market
work for you. With well-developed
organisations, you can quickly educate
yourself about disabled sport and the
events that take place.
Sponsorship can be a costeffective way of not only increasing
your store’s overall profile, it can also
bring in high amounts of collateral
business. Check the national disabled
organisations for local events and get
involved. It will be money well spent,
as Sarah Marl, Marketing and
Communications, Disability Sport
Events (www.disabilitysport.org.uk),
explains: “As the biggest and most
renowned events agency for disabled
people, we are often the first point of

call for those sorts of enquiries.
“Equipment suppliers have
sponsored our events, put information
on our site, had stands at our events,
etc. It is important to provide a sporty
image, rather than a ‘charity’ one.
These people are sports people
foremost. Treat them like anyone else
who is interested in sport.”
If you already offer specialised
sports equipment, you can extend
your expertise and business to include
disabled users. Don’t limit your
store’s selling potential to just the
people that walk into your premises.
There is a vast amount of money
available in the disabled market as we
have seen, but it’s your task to tap into
that buying power.
Wheelchair-based sport may have
the limelight, but check your local
area. What is the dominant sport for
disabled people? As you are used to
supplying specialised sports
equipment, it won’t be a massive leap
to move into the disabled market. Do
your homework, though. Just like any
other market, you must tread carefully.
Talk to suppliers, disabled sports
people and their support groups and
ask them what they are looking for.
You could quickly become a favoured
retailer for this untapped market.

Forgotten customers
If you’ve been looking for new
markets to expand into for your
website, disabled sport could be
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perfect. There are nearly 10 million
registered disabled people in the UK.
Nine per cent of the population has
some form of colour blindness.
Four per cent of the population
have a sight problem and
21 per cent of the
population is over 60
years old.
As the web
is now a
primary source
of information
for millions of
people, making the
information and content on
your website accessible to
all is not only a legal
requirement, it will also
gain your site a
reputation as one that
takes accessibility
seriously.
The Disability
Discrimination Act is a
comprehensive set of
guidelines that attempts to tackle the
discrimination that many of the UK’s
disabled people experience. It is now
unlawful for any company to limit
access to its goods or services in any
way. This includes its website.

In a recent report from the
Disability Rights Commission (DRC),
it is clear that many websites don’t
comply with the regulations at the
moment. Says the Commission’s
chairman, Bert Massie: “This report
demonstrates that most websites are
inaccessible to many disabled people
and fail to satisfy even the most basic
standards for accessibility
recommended by the World Wide
Web Consortium.
“It is also clear that compliance
with the technical guidelines and the
use of automated tests are only the first
steps towards accessibility - there can
be no substitute for involving disabled
people themselves in design and testing
and ensuring that disabled users have
the best advice and information
available about how to use assistive
technology, as well as the access
features provided by web browsers and
computer operating systems.”
The best way of ensuring that
your website is accessible to your less
able-bodied customers is to take a
look at the most successful websites
trading today. Go and look at Google,
Tesco or Amazon. What they have in
common is that they all do their job
flawlessly, whether this is allowing

you to find an answer to a question,
buy a book or a can of baked beans.
Tesco has gone a stage further and
developed a special site just for its
disabled customers called Tesco
Access. If you think this was somewhat
of an indulgence, think again.
Says Julie Howell, Policy
Development Officer at the RNIB:
"Work undertaken by Tesco.com to
make their home grocery service more
accessible to blind customers has
resulted in revenue in excess of £13
million per annum, revenue that
simply wasn't available to the
company when the website was
inaccessible to blind customers."
If you already have a website, you
can check its compliance with
accessibility regulations by using
automated checking utilities that you
can find at http://tinyurl.com/b60r and
http://tinyurl.com/4mg7e. And if you
want to check the validity of your
HTML, visit http://validator.w3.org.

FIND OUT MORE
London Sports Forum
www.londonsportsforum.org.uk
Established in 1993, The London Sports
Forum for Disabled People promotes
the sporting interests of the one
million disabled young people and
adults in the Greater London area.
The English Federation of
Disability Sport
www.efds.net
Working closely with other national
organisations, this body promotes
sport for the disabled across England.
Disability Sport Events
www.disabilitysport.org.uk
Founded in 1961, Disability Sport
Events creates opportunities for
participation in sport for people
with disabilities.
Sport England
www.sportengland.org
Sport England creates opportunities for
people to start, stay and succeed in sport.
WheelPower
www.wheelpower.org.uk
WheelPower is the national
organisation and charity for British
Wheelchair Sport.
Disability Rights Commission
www.drc-gb.org
The Disability Rights Commission is an
independent body established in April
2000 by an Act of Parliament to stop
discrimination and promote equality
of opportunity for disabled people.
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DISABLED SPORTS
These automated systems can help
highlight potential problems with your
web pages, but cannot replace testing
your site with real people. For
instance, could someone that was
colour blind still access your website?
You can see how your site would look
to the colour blind at
http://tinyurl.com/6vsn7 and
www.vischeck.com
How your website’s visitors
navigate around your site should also
be addressed, as many users will find
using a mouse difficult. Being able to
move between pages with a simple
press of a button on their keyboards
will be a great bonus for these users.
This can be achieved with
AccessKeys, which you can see a full
explanation of at
www.alistapart.com/articles/accesskeys.
Disabled visitors to your website will
also use all manner of devices to view
your site such as screen magnifiers and
speech synthesisers.
Download the access software
demos from Dolphin Computer Access
(www.dolphincomputeraccess.com) and
test your website with its range of
software. It may surprise you how your
site performs. IBM also its own Home
Page Reader (http://tinyurl.com/62fx5),
which is worth downloading as it is one
of the most popular website readers on
the market.
Test your website with these
options and see if it is still usable.
You’ll find all the accessibility options
on the Windows Control Panel.
The disabled market is massive.
There is no question that any sports
retailer would benefit from this sector
if they approached it carefully. The key
is to look at your own existing
strengths. Could you extend the market
for the goods that you already sell to
this new one? Talk to your suppliers.
Can they offer you support in this
area? Check your local area for events
and specialised support groups. And
don’t forget your website. If you can
make it more accessible, word will
quickly spread.
The web is a great place to sell
niche products. If your research tells
you that there is a market for
specialised equipment for a section of
the disabled sports population, then
what have you got to lose?
Disabled sport in the UK has taken
major steps forward over the last few
years, but from a retail perspective it still
remains in the minds of many business
owners a niche market that offers little
profit. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Take a look at this market as soon
as you can, it could mean you have a
si
fantastic trading year.
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HEAD TO HEAD

Chris Holmes, Paralympic swimmer and Commissioner at
the Disability Rights Commission

Chris Holmes is
Britain's most
successful
Paralympic
swimmer, winner of
nine gold medals
over four Games.
He has worked as a freelance journalist,
broadcaster and reporter for BBC and
independent radio and television for
over 10 years. He has also written
extensively on a variety of subjects in
the national broadsheets.
Holmes is an accomplished public
speaker, regularly presenting after-dinner,
motivational and developmental
speeches at corporate, social and
community events. He has wide
experience of the voluntary sector,
working with a number of charities in the
areas of social exclusion, regeneration
and individual and community
development. Holmes is also a practising
lawyer with a leading London firm.
The disabled sports person seems
to be ignored by high street sports
retailers. Would you agree that
this is a fair assessment of the
current situation, or are there
specialised outlets that cater for
this market?
All retailers have duties under the
Disability Discrimination Act 1995 to
any disabled people who may wish to
shop in their stores. The duties cover
all aspects of access to the goods and
services on sale, including physical
access to the store itself.
In this sense, sports stores who
have good access to their stores,
excellent policies, practices and
procedures are likely to gain a
significant competitive advantage in the
market. Any such store is in an ideal
position to promote certain ‘disability
specific’ sports products alongside their
other lines. Any such approach would
be applauded by the DRC, as it would
highlight the positive aspects of an
inclusive approach for all.
Do disabled people who want
to get into sport find it
difficult obtaining equipment
and training?
There are a plethora of opportunities
for disabled people to get involved in
sport. Organisations such as the English
Federation of Disability Sport have
exactly this remit - to increase the
number of disabled people taking part
in sport in England.

The governing bodies of sport,
Sport England and UK Sport, also have
important roles to play in ensuring that
there is an opportunity at every level
and in every sport which is played in
the UK. There are also some very
successful projects, such as the
Inclusive Fitness Initiative, which further
promote participation.
IFI have undertaken numerous
projects across the country, installing
completely accessible gym equipment to
enable disabled people to train alongside
their able-bodied counterparts. The same
training in the same facilities, what could
be more inclusive?
Wheelchair-based sports tend to
get a lot
of media coverage. Do
■
you think this has benefited
disabled sport as a whole, or
blinkered the public to the diverse
range of sport that is practised by
the UK’s disabled sports people?
Wheelchair sport has attracted a fair
degree of publicity and coverage in
recent years. Wheelchair track and field
and basketball make for particularly
spectacular televisual events.
However, it is always important
to promote disability sport across the
board. There is a huge range of sports
undertaken, involving people with the
full range of disabilities. Whatever your
disability, whatever your sporting
dreams, there is an organisation and
an opportunity to enable you to make
it happen.
If a sports retailer wanted to
look at the disabled market with a
view to providing a service for
equipment and support in
their area, what advice would you
give them?
If a retailer wished to undertake such an
initiative it could only have positive
outcomes. Disabled people currently
have a spending power of £80 billion.
Any sports retailer who got involved with
the supply of certain specific disability
sport products alongside its other lines
would be in a strong position, ahead of
the market.
If the retailer tied such an approach
with policies, practices and procedures,
which took account of the DDA, and their
store was a model of accessibility for the
disabled customer, there could only be
gains - economic gains, gains for the
employees, gains from a CSR perspective
and, crucially, gains for sport and the
community as a whole.
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IN SEASON RACQUETS

A healthy Racquet
A good last season and great new products should ensure
2006 is a summer to shout about for racquet retailers

Now that Tim Henman and Greg
Rusedski are arguably approaching
the twilight of their careers, British
tennis is crying out for a new
champion - and it seems Scottish
teenage sensation Andy Murray
might fit the bill.
He continues to climb the world
rankings after recent wins on the ATP
and Challenger Tours, having become
Britain’s youngest Davis Cup player
when he played against Israel in March
2005, and seems on form for a good
Wimbledon this summer. Perhaps
‘Murraymania’ will take hold of the
nation for two weeks this summer.
The English badminton team is
also currently on form. England’s
women qualified for the Uber Cup
world team finals for the first time in
eight years recently. Singles wins for
Tracey Hallam and Elizabeth Cann,
and doubles success for Gail Emms
30

and Donna Kellogg, enabled England
to beat Denmark for the first time in 14
years.
The men also reached the world
team finals with England’s number one
Aamir Ghaffar beating Holland’s
Dicky Palyama. England’s other
winners were national champion Nick
Kidd and Anthony Clark and Robert
Blair in the doubles. England head
coach Ian Wright said: “If we can
maintain that level or improve on it, we
can do well in next month’s European
Championships.”

Sales success
In terms of sales, tennis appears to be a
strong performing sector, with some
real success stories over the last year.
Prince has seen its revenue increase by
35 per cent in tennis racquets alone as a
result of the O3 technology it launched
at the beginning of last year.

Wilson, still the number one in
racquet sales, is expanding its bestselling premium nCode range up to
14 racquets this season. Meanwhile,
Babolat has overtaken Head to take
the number two spot in tennis
racquets, according to a recent SMS
survey.
“2005 was a great sales year for
the Prince brand globally, with
strong double-digit growth on the
back of the launch of O3
technology,” says Prince Sports
Europe Vice President and managing
director, Mike Ballardie. “O3 was
experienced by tennis consumers
through thousands of O3 demo days
and clinics.”
As a result of its success with the
racquet, Prince is strengthening its
business in Europe to accelerate its
market share growth. New partners
have been appointed in key markets
and new sales management positions
have been announced to take
advantage of the racquet’s success.
Jon Ballardie, Sales and
Marketing Manager of Wilson
Racket Sports in the UK, says that
Wilson expects more top players to
switch to the company’s successful
nCode range over the coming year.
“The diversity of the new nCode
range means there is a racquet suited
for every level of performance
player. The cosmetics have also been
improved to make these racquets
even more appealing,” he says. “The
nSix-One95 racket is the number one
choice among Tour professionals
worldwide, and the nTour model was
the top-selling racquet globally in
2005.”

Rising through the ranks
Babolat, meanwhile, is launching
two new tennis products designed in
collaboration with US top ranked
player Andy Roddick. The Pure
Drive Roddick racquet and the
Team All Court Roddick shoes
(pictured) were developed for highlevel competitors and mark a first
for Babolat. The racquet is equipped
with the Cortex System, Babolat’s
own technology for tennis racquets.
Top players like Ashe, Nastase,
Borg, Becker and Sampras have all
been winners using Babolat strings.
And since Carlos Moya’s victory at
Roland Garros in 1998, Babolat has
become the symbol of ‘total tennis’.
Sports Insight spoke to Babolat
distributor Dinamica’s managing
director, Tarun Senga, about the
brand.
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How does Babolat’s market
share compare to the other
big tennis brands?

How was the last 12 months
in terms of sales and what do
you expect for the future?

Our current UK market place is
exclusively that of the sports
equipment independents. Within this
branded market we have a 22.7 per
cent value share at RRP £80-£150,
which is where our core range sits.

We saw excellent growth - both
organic and new. Our rate of growth
will inevitably slow down as we are
now already a substantial player.
Nevertheless, we are forecasting
strong growth and, as our product
portfolio widens, we are able to attack
new categories and sub-categories.

How has this been achieved?
Firstly, tour visibility. Some of the
sexiest players on tour use our
products - Rafael Nadal, Andy
Roddick, Carlos Moya, Fernando
Gonzalez and Robby Ginepri.
Secondly, heritage, innovation,
product design and playability modern products which have excellent
functionality for the intended
audience. Also, a detailed
understanding of the UK market and
ensuring all marketing activity is in
keeping with the brand’s personality.

How much marketing and
promotion has been UK led?
A fair amount, mainly through
consumer-led advertising, selective
local sponsorship and by carefully
launching the right products in the
right order at the right time. The
impact of Nadal and Roddick
however cannot be overestimated.

What role does Dinamica play
in promoting the Babolat
brand?
We act as brand champion, carefully
considering the consequences and
implications of all marketing actions.

What has enabled the brand
to attract stars such as Andy
Roddick and Kim Clijsters?
Extremely high quality and advantage
bringing equipment, a family
environment which only a family
business could support over the
medium to long-term and clearly some
endorsement monies are paid too…

Can new racquet
technology go any
further?
Yes. As with most fields of
endeavour, good thinking and
investment in R&D,
coupled with the many
scientific discoveries that
we hear of all the time,
should always bring relevant
high quality innovation to the
forefront.

What effect do you think the
internet has had on racquet
sales?
Reasonable. Interestingly, many
potential internet sales are still enacted
in physical stores as many consumers
have no real intention of buying
online and will use online prices as a
bargaining tool.

How could tennis improve its
prospects for creating future
champions?
The likelihood of future champions
emerging depends on many factors.
Possibly grass roots funding is lower
on the priorities list than some would
imagine.
Aside from the national
association programmes, commercial
investment is much needed - but for
this to be effective the right people to
manage that investment would need to
be involved. In my view, British
tennis would benefit from a
completely new infrastructure and
environment.

CHILDREN’S SECTOR
The importance of children’s sport must
never be overlooked - it is where all our
champions come from, after all - and
racquet sports can boast strong growth
within this sector.
Rucanor’s Business Development Manager
Richard Heritage says the company has seen
significant increases in sales over the last few
years for both badminton and tennis racquets in
the junior sector.
“This is mainly due to the resurgence of sport in
the schools market, whilst a renewed interest in
outdoor play for children has boosted tennis
racquet sales,” he says. “The LTA have been very
proactive over the last few years in making tennis
accessible to all age groups, and schools seem to
be putting more emphasis on sport than
previously.
“Generally it seems as though more children are
starting to take an active interest in sport.”
Rucanor offers entry-level junior racquets from stock for both
tennis and badminton. The Empire 175 tennis racquet is
available in shorter lengths and is made of ultra-light
aluminium, while the SB-95 badminton racquet is the junior
version of the popular SB-100 but with a shorter shaft.
Heritage says the best way for a retailer to increase
racquet sales is to offer a complete package of products and
a variety of different qualities - as well as having the
knowledge about everything that’s available.
“Having loan racquets available at the higher price points is
important, and making sure the customer keeps coming
back by offering a re-stringing service is also a benefit.
Creating a link with local clubs and coaches can also be
beneficial with demonstration days becoming popular at
bigger clubs,” he says.

Current Babolat best-sellers?
Custom hybrid strings; Drive Z Lite;
Aeropro Drive; Pure Drive Team; NS
Drive.

With the Easter holidays coming up, this is the time when
the tennis season starts gaining impetus, while badminton
starts in July for the garden and from September/October for
indoors, so these are the times for making sure that initial
stocks are in.
“One of the big advantages of stocking Rucanor product is
that many items are available from stock, so the retailer can
keep their stockroom free and order top-ups on a weekly
basis,” says Heritage. “Having said that, if the weather is
good in the summer holidays it is not unusual to hear of one
shop selling a dozen garden badminton racquets, together
with net and pole sets and shuttles over a single weekend,
so keep an eye on the forecasts.”
Rucanor’s best-selling products in this sector are the
SB-100 for the educational market; the Badminton Set 40
(two racquets, net and poles, shuttles and court-marking
tape in a carry-bag) for the garden in terms of equipment;
while the ladies’ and girl’s skort (skirt with built-in
undershorts) also sells in big numbers in the summer.
Most of the big brands also supply children’s racquets
for those serious about getting into the sport, including
Inflight, Wilson, Babolat, Head and Dunlop Slazenger.
si
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IN SEASON RACQUETS

Racquets
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Prince launches O3 Squash
The overwhelming success of the brand’s O3 racquets in tennis has led Prince
to launch O3 Squash for the new season.
England’s former world number one Peter Nicol, a Prince ambassador for
more than 14 years, switched to a prototype of the new racquet last summer
- and went on to win two major titles with the Tour (pictured).
“The new racquet represents, without doubt, a significant new
development by Prince,” explains Nicol, a double Commonwealth Games
gold medallist. “The sweetspot is huge and the added power off the wall
pays huge dividends - I will definitely be using the racquet all the time
from now on.”
It was only in October 2005 that Nicol David signed with Prince
Sports and switched to the brand’s revolutionary O3 Tour racquet. “I’m
also really excited about my new association with Prince and
am absolutely delighted with the new O3
racquet. In fact, it’s the best
racquet I’ve ever

used,” says the 2005 World Open champion and
world number one.
There are two racquets in the new series - the O3
Tour PowerRing and O3 Silver Extender.
The O3-engineered racquets provide a large
sweetspot in a manoeuvrable and aerodynamic frame.
Prince re-engineered traditional pin-sized string holes
into giant O-Ports, providing total string
freedom for a livelier response across the
entire string bed.
The range is further complemented with two racquets
constructed using More technology, the M+Light and the M+Pro.
There are further racquets in the range at key price points with
notable technical features.
For further information contact Solosport
on 01539 622322.

Sergio Tacchini Tennis Performance spring/summer
2006 collection
Sergio Tacchini’s latest tennis range comprises lines for men, women and children
and caters for beginners, regular players and professionals.
The Track Attack collection features an
unusual graphic approach that has no rules
governing the placing of prints. The Sergio
Tacchini lettering is applied with new-style
graphics - better defined and unusually located running across the garment, highlighting
both its sporting and street influences.
All fabrics in the range are lightweight
technical materials and include microfibre
jersey polyester sweatshirt material and
ripstop diamond, plain and printed
micro ottoman with touches of
silver mesh.
The colour range offers
combinations of trend colours
with dark tones, livened up
with electric tones and are
to be found in all the
summer t-shirt and polo
shirts.
Sergio Tacchini: 0161 233 6900.
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HIT YOUR BEST SHOTS.
MORE OFTEN.
03 Silver
03 Tour

INTRODUCING AN ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGH
FROM PRINCE. By replacing traditional pin-sized string
holes with giant O - ports, our driven and never-satisfied
engineers reinvented the squash racquet again — creating
a super aerodynamic frame with a more responsive stringbed.
This increases the sweet spot by up to 54% which means you
hit your best shots more often. What’s truly impressive is that
we did it all without enlarging the racquet head, increasing its
length, or adding weight. So it’s easy to manoeuvre and quicker
through the air. Available in two models: 03 Silver for greater

3

0 Tour
played by
Peter Nicol
and Nicol David

power and accuracy and the 03 Tour for ultimate control and
responsiveness. Stop trying to hit a Sweet Spot. Start hitting

a Sweet Zone. princesquash.com/03.

for further information please contact Solosport on 01539 622322

Match winner
Matchwinner 2006 catalogue will be launched in March.
Two new dynamic designs are to be featured in four
colourways, taking the total number of kit designs to ten. A
special "Victory" kit will be launched and available for one
season only commemorating our heroes in Germany. All new
Leisurewear / Tracksuits / Rainjackets / Training Kits & Equipment
to be included. Matchwinner trophy collection will have a dramatic
boost this year, with the opening of dedicated trophy shop
adjacent the Bolton outlet. Basketball, Rounders, Netball team kits
& equipment available as general listings on the website
www.matchwinner.co.uk in March.

BB SPORTS D

For a complete range of offi
England Man Utd Chelsea Arsenal L
City
Branded Foo
Rurik Skate/Lifestyle Foo

Contact Tel 08
FAX 087 0
sales@bbs
www.ru

Trade enquires FAO
Laurence Turnbull info@matchwinner.co.uk

Manufacturers of Aluminium & Steel Football
Goals. Freestanding, foldaway, socketed or indoor.
Heavy Duty Mini Soccer £395+vat for a pair of
aluminium goals. Set includes nets, anchors, holdall,
clips etc.
Heavy Duty 24 x 8 in aluminium. Freestanding,
foldaway. Set of 2 - £695 + vat includes 4mm top
quality nets.
Stockists of all types of sports nets.
Specialists in ball-stop perimeter fencing, indoor
sports centre netting etc.
www.in-2-net.co.uk
Ebay Shop http://stores.ebay.co.uk/Net-Maker
Sales 0161 304 9949
glynn@in-2-net.co.uk

World Cup 2006 Fix

www.sports-insight.
GROUP A

GROUP B

09/06/06, 1700 BST

Germany

09/06/06, 2000 BST

MUNICH

10/06/06, 1400 BST

GELSENKIRCHEN

10/06/06, 1700 BST

Costa Rica
Ecuador

Poland

14/06/06, 2000 BST

DORTMLIND

15/06/06,1400 BST

HAMBURG

Ecuador

Costa Rica

Ecuador

Germany

20/06/06, 1500 BST

BERLIN

HANOVER

Sweden

Paraguay

BERLIN

KAISERSLAUTERN

20/06/06, 2000 BST

Trinidad & Tobago
COLOGNE

20/06/06, 2000 BST

England

GROUP F
GELSENKIRCHEN

USA

Czech Republic

Italy

Ghana

Italy

USA

12/06/06, 2000 BST

KAISERSLAUTERN

17/06/06, 1700 BST

COLOGNE

Czech Republic

12/06/06, 1400 BST

Australia
HANOVER

12/06/06, 2000 BST

For further details please call
020-8970-2866

Trinidad & Tobago

Sweden

GROUP E
12/06/06, 1700 BST

The Pro SL100, the next generation of Mitre
football boot, will be available from June. This
handsome new boot boasts a full Kangaroo
leather upper with a sub-lacing system offering
100% smooth surface for better touch and
control of the ball. The strike zone has been
stitched to help minimise stretching. The Pro
SL100 is available in a number of sole units
including the revolutionary Speedstud ™ sole
unit, is available in Black/White and
White/Black and retails at £39.99.

NURENBURG

England
15/06/06, 2000 BST

Poland

Costa Rica

FRANKFURT

Sweden

15/06/06, 1700 BST

Paraguay

20/06/06, 1500 BST

Paraguay

DORTMUND

Trinidad & Tobago

Poland

Germany

England

13/06/06, 2000 BST

HAMBURG

Czech Republic

NUREMBERG

Ghana

Croatia

Japan

Croatia

Brazil

Australia

Japan

Brazil

18/06/06, 1700 BST

BERLIN

NURENBURG

DORTMUND

STUTTGART

22/06/06, 2000 BST

Croatia

USA

KAISERSLAUTERN

MUNICH

22/06/06, 2000 BST

Italy

22/06/06, 1500 BST

Brazil
18/06/06, 1400 BST

Ghana

22/06/06, 1500 BST

Japan

Australia

SECOND ROUND
24/06/06, 1600 BST

MUNICH

26/06/06, 1600 BST

LEIPZIG

26/06/06, 2000 BST

STUTTGART

27/06/06, 1600 BST

NUREMBERG

27/06/06, 2000 BST

1

KAISERSLAUTERN

5
(WINNER A)

(RUNNER-UP B)

24/06/06, 2000 BST
2

(WINNER C)

(WINNER B)

6

(RUNNER-UP D)

25/06/06, 1600 BST

3

(WINNER E)

7

(RUNNER-UP A)

25/06/06, 2000 BST

4
(WINNER D)

(RUNNER-UP C)

8

(RUNNER-UP F)

COLOGNE

(WINNER G)

(RUNNER-UP H)

DORTMUND

(WINNER F)

(RUNNER-UP E)

HANOVER

(WINNER H)

(RUNNER-UP G)

FINAL
09/07/06, 1900 BST

Adidas +F50 TUNIT
This new football boot concept allows players to
customise, adapt and tune their boots to any weather, any
pitch and their own personal style.
The +F50 TUNIT is constructed from three
interchangeable components - the upper, the chassis and
the studs. Each component comes in a variety of styles.
Weighing 75 grams, the lightweight chassis provides
reduced weight through less material usage, while the
comfort chassis provides additional comfort, cushioning
and shock absorption at high pressure points such as the
heel and the forefoot ball area. The orthopaedic chassis
has a reduced sock liner to allow for the use of personal
orthopaedic in-socks.
The lace cover provides a cleaner kicking surface, while
the specially developed adiHex microfibre is thin, soft and
strong. The use of this material has allowed Adidas to
produce a very lightweight performance boot.

BERLIN

Official FA-licensed England
World Cup Merchandise
Available at retail, wholesale,
or for your World Cup Party or
Corporate Event!
Visit our web site at
www.globalfootballcompany.com
or contact us for full details
while stocks last!
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Hummel Teamsport Catalogue
Hummel’s Teamsport Catalogue is now availabl
new styles for 2006. There are Equipo kits fro
authentic kits from £235 and new design hooped
shirts from £280. All the kits utilise Hummel’s te
control systems, so offer superb value for m
The company’s technical collection features br
windproof and waterproof outer garments and
management for the playing jerseys.
Hummel’s 2006 football boot collection is avai
stock, alleviating retailers’ needs to hold stock t
Boots range from £20 to £175 and feature the la
Leather technology combined with a ‘fashio

Hummel: 0208 275 1170 www.humm

DISTRIBUTORS

cial licensed team souvenirs.
verpool Spurs West Ham Everton Man
Leeds
twear Specials
twear (Sole UK Distributor)

• The UK's Largest and fastest growing Sports Buying Group.
• Join hundreds of other Independent Sports Retail Members
• Attend the largest Sports Trade Buying Show
• Take advantage of great supplier discounts

87 026 46 255
026 46 257
ports.co.uk
rik.co.uk

Call 01793-715406 to find out more

Exclusive UK Distributor
KLH EUROPE LTD Tel: 01580 893300

www.jakofc.com

xtures List
co.uk
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GROUP C

GROUP D

10/06/06, 2000 BST

Argentina

HAMBURG

Ivory Coast

LEIPZIG

11/06/06, 2000 BST

Serb & Mont

GELSENKIRCHEN

STUTTGART

Holland

Ivory Coast

Holland

Argentina

21/06/06, 2000 BST

FRANKFURT

21/06/06, 2000 BST

MUNICH

Ivory Coast

South Korea

FRANKFURT

Togo

STUTTGART

13/06/06, 1700 BST

France

Switzerland

Mexico

Angola

COLOGNE

HANOVER

FRANKFURT

17/06/06, 1400 BST

Portugal

Iran

Portugal

Mexico

Iran

Angola

Spain

Ukraine

GELSENKIRCHEN

21/06/06, 1500 BST

LEIPZIG

21/06/06, 1500 BST

France

South Korea

Togo

Switzerland

LEIPZIG

HANOVER

HAMBURG

STUTTGART

BERLIN

Tunisia

23/06/06, 1500 BST

France

KAISERSLAUTERN

Saudi Arabia

QUARTER-FINALS

Tunisia

23/06/06, 1500 BST

Ukraine
COLOGNE

Togo

MUNICH

Ukraine

19/06/06, 2000 BST

South Korea

23/06/06, 2000 BST

Saudi Arabia

19/06/06, 1700 BST

Spain

23/06/06, 2000 BST

LEIPZIG

14/06/06, 1700 BST

Saudi Arabia
DORTMUND

19/06/06, 1400 BST

Switzerland

14/06/06, 1400 BST

Tunisia

18/06/06, 2000 BST

Spain

SEMI-FINALS

30/06/06, 1600 BST

BERLIN

A

04/07/06, 1600 BST

DORTMUND

(WINNER QF A)

(WINNER MATCH 2)

30/06/06, 2000 BST

HAMBURG

(WINNER MATCH 5)

II

(WINNER MATCH 6)

01/07/06, 1600 BST

(WINNER QF B)

05/07/06, 2000 BST

MUNICH

(WINNER QF C)

(WINNER QF D)

GELSENKIRCHEN

(WINNER MATCH 3)

THIRD-PLACE

(WINNER MATCH 4)

01/07/06, 2000 BST

FRANKFURT

(WINNER MATCH 7)

(WINNER MATCH 8)

08/07/06, 2000 BST

STUTTGART

(LOSER I)

(LOSER II)

WINNER

e, featuring
m £200,
and striped
mperature
money.
eathable,
moisture

able from
hemselves.
test Pittards
n’ twist.

mel.dk

In 1974 reusch developed the first ever goalkeeper
glove that Sepp Maier wore to help West Germany
win the World Cup. Now in 2006, following 5 further
reusch winners in the following tournaments, Dida of
AC Milan will wear the new reusch Goaliator Pro
Ortho-Tec to try and help Brazil retain the trophy they
won in 2002. Other reusch goalkeepers to look out
for are playing for Argentina, Paraguay, Ecuador,
Croatia and Switzerland.
For further information contact:
BF Sports
Tel: 0161-439-4383
e-mail: bob@reuschuk.com

I
(WINNER MATCH 1)

D

Portugal

GROUP H

13/06/06, 1400 BST

C

Angola

Serb & Mont

GROUP G

B

Iran

16/06/06, 2000 BST

Serb & Mont

16/06/06, 1700 BST

NUREMBERG

Mexico
11/06/06, 2000 BST

Holland

16/06/06, 2000 BST

Argentina

11/06/06, 1700 BST

Pantofola d’Oro is one of football’s oldest and most respected
brands.
Having perfected hand-made sports shoes, Emidio Lazzarini started
making football boots for the Ascoli football team in Italy.
The design was gradually perfected and soon the biggest players
in the world started wearing Lazzarini boots. John Charles and the
Brazillian Garrincha, were early customers. It was during a fitting that
John Charles said to Emidio Lazzarini, “These aren’t boots, they’re
slippers. Golden slippers.” The Italian for ‘Golden Slipper’ is Pantofola d’Oro.
With a client list that includes such greats as Altafini. Cruijff, Klinsmann, Van Basten, Rivera
and Zoff, Pantofola d’Oro’s hand-made boots have been on the feet of the worlds greatest players.
Still hand-made by craftsmen, we are looking to find selected independent retailers capable of
selling such a historic brand. We are also looking to partner with clubs similarly to partnerships with
Ascoli and Parma in Italy.
Craig Wareham, Best-For Ltd. 6 Polestar Way, Weston Super Mare, BS24 7BT
Tel: 0800 019 6965 Email: info@best-for.com

Rucanor Teamwear
Rucanor Sports have an exciting collection of teamsports
apparel and equipment especially designed for the
football market.
The new football range consists of 3 main collections, an
entry price point ‘Competition’ range, consisting of both
long and short sleeve indoor and outdoor
shirts, a selection of shorts, tracksuits,
windbreakers, coaching jackets and
football socks.
The ‘Performance’ and ‘Excellent’
collection includes a full selection of kit
that incorporates cooldry® technology
which transfers the body moisture into
evaporation.
As a special offer to all SportsInsight readers, we are
offering a 10% buying
discount on all our
Teamwear apparel for the
duration of the world
cup 2006 Competition.
Please quote
reference world cup
when placing your
order at any of the
contacts below;
Contact your local
Rucanor sales
representative or call
0845 230 0147 Alternatively,
email uk@rucanor.com
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...the internationals choice
TURBO RANGE

NEW ‘IMPROVED FEEL AREA’

helping players where it matters most >

The GX Turbo series continues to set the trends for others to follow and
incorporates the very latest technology. Features like our new
POWERBEAM and the new Improved Feel Area (I. F. A.) are
designed to meet the demands of top players who wish to
get the edge over their opponents.

The new " Improved Feel Area " helps all players where it
matters most - in their all important first touch and feel of
the ball.
The Improved Feel area is designed to help absorb the initial
ball contact with the face of the stick head and creates a
softer feel than other composites. We are using a special
combination of shock absorbing aramid and fibreglass fibres
to improve their first touch control and allow them to feel the
ball when in possession.
Top players practice incessantly to achieve a good first touch
as they understand clearly that it not only separates the good
from the best players, it decides who will make the very top.
A good first touch is essential as it speeds up players
decision making whether it be at school, junior club or
nternational level. At a time when
coaches are demanding for

POWERBEAM TECHNOLOGY

>

players to use " soft hands "
coaches at all levels know

Powerbeam Technology

Powerveins
Extra reinforcement of leading edge section

that the Grays new

This is the principle behind
our Powerbeam technology.
The unique central spine positioned down the back of the blade
together with the powerveins, combine to
create maximum 'energy release' through the
hitting zone. It also improves weight distribution
and the stick’s balance.

JUMBOW RANGE
PERFORMANCE >
The Grays Jumbow models have
been designed and shaped with a
curve lower down the blade to
help generate " drag flick "
momentum. Designed at the
special request of top
international players who are
looking for the maximum shape
within the new FIH rules, it
provides players with an
enhanced curve for both
improved flicking skills capability
without any loss of control when
hitting, dribbling or flicking.

innovation recognises the
benefits that a good first
touch brings.

SCOOP RANGE
CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS >
The Grays Scoop range is designed for players who want extra control when dribbling
as well as the ability to lift the ball more easily when drag flicking. As the name
suggest the " scooped out " curve shape across the head allows players to
feel extra ball control, particularly when moving at full stretch. Players
at all levels will find that the Scoop " cradles " the ball more easily when dribbling, without any loss of control when hitting
or flicking.

SCOOP CONTOUR HEAD

< Cradles the ball

NEW FOR 2006...
GX COMPOSITE RANGE
The GX composites are developed, based on three main criteria - Playability, Performance
combined with Durability. Our specialist range of headshapes, blade curves, lengths,
weights and constructions now offer an ever increasing variety. We have developed our
composite range of sticks for every level of the game.

BLADE PROFILES >

STANDARD

MEGABOW

The bow on all sticks in our collection have been
reduced to within the 25mm limit specified in the FIH
regulations.
Jumbow – 24.75mm, Megabow – 24.75mm, Standard – 20 mm

JUMBOW

Available in Megabow or Standard blade profile

Available in Megabow or Standard blade profile

TRIPLICATE HANDLE SYSTEM

SUPERLITE RANGE
LIGHTER AND FASTER >
The Superlite range is a new addition to our collection. It is for players who require a special lite model so they can
swing the stick faster and generate maximum power. Ideally suited for younger players it creates maximum
maneuverability.

For further information: visit our website at www.grays-int.com or Tel: 01580 880357 E-mail: sales@grays-int.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH

Year Zhero

A highly secretive three-year project, Lotto has launched the world’s first
lace-less football boot in time for the World Cup

“It will change the face of football,”
is how, Allan Cope, Sales and
Marketing Manager for Lotto in the
UK, described the company’s Zhero
Gravity boot at a press launch in
London recently.
Weighing in at 209 grams and with
three years’ research and development
at a cost of €1.5 million behind it, the
world’s first lace-less football boot
began to take shape before the end of
the 2002 World Cup.
The road has been a journey of
technological research, ergonomic
studies of players’ feet and body
movements and laboratory tests of
materials, structural resistance and
torsion. The result? A revolutionary
boot that will be worn by 20 per cent
of players at the World Cup Finals and
one that will be available to UK
retailers in mid/end-May. Directed
towards the specialist independent, the
boot’s RRP is expected to be £140.
Lotto has also produced the Zhero
Evolution and Zhero Leggenda, two
boots that have the metal white/brass
gold styling of the Gravity, but come
with traditional asymmetrical and
symmetrical lacing systems.

Continuous testing
Since the first prototypes were
produced, the Zhero Gravity has been
subject to continuous testing.
In the lab, this comprised of testing
the structural resistance and elasticity
of the upper, during which the boot
was stretched 300,000 times, resulting
in a deformation of just one millimetre
from the original shape; and an ageing
test, which found that, after a sevenday period at a constant 72°C, the boot
did not change its appearance or
undergo any deformation.
On the pitch more that 20 Lotto
players secretly tried out the unbranded
prototypes in the most extreme
conditions. The results and comments
were unanimous - Zhero Gravity is
absolute lightness, precise to the
millimetre and excelling in
performance.

to the foot without letting any air in.
The absence of laces means that the
entire upper is in contact with the foot,
ensuring the player has excellent feel
and control of the ball.
The Zhero Gravity’s upper is
made of micro-fibre, a water repellent,
anti-abrasive material, and comes with
two inner soles that adapt the boot to
different foot conformations.
Another useful feature is the Neo
Switch sole, which enables the
lightweight interchangeable studs
(four sets come with the Zhero
Gravity) to be changed according to
the state of the pitch with one simple
movement.
si
For more information
call 01663 766737.

Pro-fit technology
But without laces, how does the
Zhero Gravity stay on your foot?
Thanks to Lotto’s exclusive Profit technology in the upper, the
boot acts like a suction cup, clinging

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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IN SEASON INDOOR/HOME SPORTS
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Table tennis is one of the world’s favourite home sports, with an estimated
two million players in the UK
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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It’s not cheating.
It just feels like it.
Sports Oxyshot, the revolutionary 100% natural oxygen sports supplement that has
taken Australia by storm, is fast becoming an essential piece of sports kit on these shores.
The extreme oxygen supplement is rapidly winning fans across the sporting spectrum from
top-level footballers to Olympic athletes and leading rugby teams - including Super League
Champions, the Bradford Bulls.
Derived from NASA-based technology, Sports Oxyshot

Whilst there is no substitute for hard training

is the strongest oxygen supplement available in the

and dedication, there is no doubt that Sports

world today, delivering a massive dose of bio-available

Oxyshot has made a positive contribution

oxygen directly into the bloodstream so 'charged'

to the performance of the players and

molecules reach working muscles more quickly. Drug

the team.”

free, non-toxic and pH balanced, just 10ml of Sports
Oxyshot, taken once or twice a day, helps athletes and

Puralife director Ross Riley

sports people perform consistently at their peak and

comments, “Forget conventional

recover much faster to stay in the “game”.

energy supplements - this really is
something different. With oxygen

Dean Richards, Harlequins RFC Head Coach and former

crucial to around ninety percent of

England International is enthusiastic about the benefits

the body's energy production, even

of the new supplement: “As a head coach and former

professional athletes can suffer from oxygen depletion

international player, I know how physically prepared you

due to physical exertion, pollution, fatigue and air travel.

have to be to compete and win against the best in the

Sports Oxyshot is the most effective natural means of

world. The demands that the modern professional game

ensuring your body gets the oxygen it needs to perform.”

of rugby puts on players are intense and any advantage
we can get to improve training results is welcome.”

A 250ml bottle of Sports Oxyshot is available at £39.99
(RRP) equating to just £1.60 per 10ml shot.

“Sports Oxyshot has given the players the ability to take
their training and match day performances to another
level. Recovery times have improved and players are

For further information on Puralife and its products,
visit: www.puralife.co.uk or call 0870 11 66 386.

fresher and more alert.

100% Performance. 0% Risk.
Oxyman (UK) • Alcester Road • Mappleborough Green • Studley • Warwickshire • B80 7DF
Tel +44 (0) 870 11 66 386 • Fax +44 (0) 870 11 66 387 • Email info@puralife.co.uk • www.puralife.co.uk

IN SEASON BASKETBALL

Basketball

www.sportindustry.biz

Molten G-series Basketball
This month the revolutionary Molten G-series Basketball, launched in the UK just
over a year ago, made its debut at the Commonwealth Games in Melbourne,
Australia. This is the first time basketball has featured in a Commonwealth Games
programme since the Games’ inception in 1930.
Manufactured in 12 panels as opposed to the usual eight, the distinctive
Molten G-Series basketball features ground-breaking technology to enhance
player performance, particularly in dribbling, passing and shooting.
The basketball is approved by FIBA and is the official match ball for all
FIBA competitions worldwide. It is also the official match ball for the
forthcoming Beijing and London Olympics in 2008 and 2012 respectively.
For further information contact Molten Sports, Chesley
Offices, Bull Lane, Newington, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 7SJ.
Tel: 0800 298 8217. Fax: 01795 843 986
Email: info@moltensports.co.uk

Rucanor basketballs
The best will always play with the best. Rucanor’s Gamemaster ball sets the standard for ultimate performance and
playability. This ball is made of high quality synthetic leather with a butyl bladder and nylon winding. The
Gamemaster is recommended for top-level competitive indoor play.
The Florida is Rucanor’s number-one training basketball. With full ball pebbling, foam backing and wide
channel construction, it makes handling and control even more precise. The Florida basketball cannot be matched
for grip by any other basketball on the market.
Both these basketballs compete with the best on the market for quality, playability and performance and
are part of a range of Rucanor basketballs that start from £3 (trade, as part of a package).
Rucanor: 0845 230 0147. Email: uk@Rucanor.com. www.rucanor.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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created to
PERFORM
Last year’s announcement by the International Netball Federation,
appointing GILBERT as the Official Ball of World Netball, has
meant that balls are still, and will remain over the coming years,
the standard bearers of the GILBERT brand all around the
world. Recent advances across all other product sectors however
have meant that more and more retailers are choosing GILBERT
in other categories, be it textiles or equipment.
The new Phoenix skort, featuring a cotton-rich internal
support short with flat-locked seams combined with an athletic cut
outer-skirt, enables the player to maximise performance levels
whilst maintaining the all important stylish look required on today’s
courts.
Following the successful introduction of the Xact 7 grip
pattern at the 2005 Sevens Rugby World Cup, GILBERT have
again pushed back the boundaries of ball development to create
the new Xact 7 Match Netball.
Extensive research and development has led to a number of
technological advancements in catching control and passing
accuracy. The Xact 7 Match Netball will be used in International
Matches throughout the World this year.
Aware that not all netball is played at International level, or
with International budgets, the new Pulse Netball has been
introduced to deliver all of GILBERT’s expertise in an entry-level
ball for those aspiring to, but not yet playing at the highest level!

As always, a complete range of balls at competitive
price-points is also available. For more information on
GILBERT’s new netball range, please call 08450 66
1823.
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Protective undergarments that
keep you cool and dry

Moisture Management Undergarments for all
conditions. Compression • LooseWear • ColdWear

Products for all levels of injury
protection and prevention

Jussi Jaaskelainen, Bolton Wanderers and Finland is
wearing 758 HexPad LS Shoulder/Arm/Ribs Pads

Official suppliers to:

www.mcdaviduk.com • info@mcdaviduk.com • tel: 08701 188 002

IN SEASON SUPPORTS

Supports
SOLE Custom
Footbeds
Why do athletes
use SOLE to custom
fit their footwear?
■ To prevent or treat
foot and lower limb
injury.
■ To increase performance
by improving stability and
alignment with proper support
that will also reduce lower limb
fatigue and increase overall comfort.
SOLE Custom Footbeds:
■ Are guaranteed to fit and work.
■ Are heat mouldable for a custom fit.
■ Provide an orthotic level of support.
■ Come in four models to fit most footwear applications.
By design, the fitting process is fast and easy - about five minutes. Customers can fit
SOLE at home or you can add that extra level of service by offering custom fitting in-store.
Take your specialised product to the next level and become a SOLE retailer.
www.yoursole.co.uk or call 0845 644 3742.

Vulkan sports supports
A leading brand of international healthcare group Mobilis
Healthcare, Vulkan sports supports are a range of supports for all
parts of the body. Specially proven to prevent injuries during
sport, exercise and general day-to-day activity, the supports are
the only medically proven neoprene range on the market.
Designed over 20 years ago using sound biomechanical
principles, the Vulkan brand is recognised and used by leading
professionals, including doctors, physiotherapists and top
athletes.
Taking pride in its professional sporting affiliations, Vulkan
has recently announced its official partnership with the RFU.
The brand is also officially approved by the Football
Association Medical Education Centre and product endorsements
include Leicester Tigers and England Rugby Union flanker Lewis
Moody and Liverpool FC and Spanish international Xabi Alonso.
Vulkan direct sales: 0161 626 8339. www.vulkan.se
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McDavid HexPad LS Shoulder/Elbow Pad
McDavid HexPad is a range of protective undergarments featuring:
■ hDc Moisture Management technology to keep you warm and dry.
■ Compression fit to reduce fatigue and injury.
■ HexPads that conform, flex and stretch with every movement for
maximum protection against impact.
■ Machine wash and dry for ultimate convenience.
So whatever impact sport you play, McDavid has the HexPad
protective undergarment for you.
For further information call McDavid on 08701188002 or email
info@mcdaviduk.com

Heel Absorber
ORTHAHEEL
Shock Absorber

Sole winner

ORTHAHEEL Golf

ORTHAHEEL Reg

ORTHAHEEL Slimfit

ORTHAHEEL Workforce

VAS Performance

Based on 25 years of
biomechanical research, Vasyli
orthotics are not just another insole.
Invented by Australian podiatrist Phillip Vasyli, they’re designed to realign the
foot and ankle and provide ‘Tri-Planar Motion’ control at every stage of gait. In
turn, they help relieve foot, knee and back pain and provide lasting comfort during
running and sports.
Vasyli is the UK’s and Australia’s number one medical orthotic used by
podiatrists and physiotherapists. This leading technology is now available in retail
brands ORTHAHEEL and VAS.
Award winning ORTHAHEEL and VAS are supported by ongoing
consumer advertising and innovative POS materials, yielding UK
sales of over 15,000 pairs per month in Boots the
Chemist and on QVC.
To join in the success or for more
information contact Richard Brand
on tel/fax 020 32311013, mobile
07940481811, email
ORTHAHEEL Sport
rbrand@vasyli.com or visit
www.vasyli.com
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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New for 2006:
KooGa Teamwear
KooGa Evaporex: A revolutionary concept

KooGa Auckland Jacket

Europe’s leading rugby brand KooGa has launched a new Teamwear range
of technical rugby apparel and equipment for 2006/07. The range includes
jackets, tracksuits, match shirts, shorts, rain and sub suits and everything
else modern rugby clubs need to look and feel the part.
The range is available for teams at all levels, so whether they play junior
rugby or national division standard, clubs can now gain access to the same
designs, products and quality that KooGa’s professional partners enjoy.

Over the past year KooGa’s product design and development team has
worked together with its professional clubs and international rugby
federations to develop a new and revolutionary concept in match shirts.
• Evaporex is a unique lightweight polythermal fabric designed to wick away
perspiration creating the ideal body climate.
KooGa
Vortex Jacket

• During match and training conditions the unique wicking effect of
Evaporex draws perspiration away from the skin to the surface of the
fabric where it evaporates leaving players cool and comfortable.
• The vented panels in key perspiration areas facilitate moisture transfer
and heat exchange.
• The neck and collar construction are built to international match quality
standards to prove durability and performance and now come as
standard on all Evaporex Teamwear shirts.

Northampton’s
KooGa Evaporex
Shirt

KooGa Evaporex match shirts are chosen by professional clubs including
Bedford Blues, Borders, Bristol, Edinburgh Gunners, Fiji, Glasgow,
Harlequins, Harlequins RL, Ospreys, Newcastle Falcons, Newport Gwent
Dragons, Northampton Saints, Plymouth Albion, Rotherham Titans,
Saracens, Scarlets, Widnes RLFC and the USA Eagles and are now
available for the first time as part of the Teamwear range.

KooGa Teamwear is offered exclusively through
specialist Teamwear retailers.
If you would like to stock it please
contact KooGa on 08708 474 788.

Protection
Xact Headguard

Xact Charger

Braincell

Quest

Womens Triflex

www.gilbertrugby.com

Players require different levels and types
of protection depending on their position.
The padded elements are positioned to
protect vital areas of the body whilst
allowing a full range of movement.
The lightweight materials and performance
fit allow the body to regulate temperature,
ensuring the wearer stays cool.

Martin Corry - Leicester Tigers & England
Lewis Moody - Leicester Tigers & England
Donncha O’Callaghan - Munster & Ireland
Frankie Sheahan - Munster & Ireland
Michael Owen - Newport Gwent Dragons & Wales
Dan Parks - Glasgow & Scotland
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uk-europe : wholesale-dropship : sports-fashion : eyewear-service

E

yewear Systems is a leading distributor of sunglasses and goggles, supplying businesses throughout
the UK and mainland Europe.

The key to our success has been our knowledge and time in the market. We are hugely passionate
about what we do and scour the world to provide our customers with quality eyewear products at
excellent prices.
Our products are available on a wholesale and dropshipping basis and we can even provide labels for
your own brand. Typically our customers benefit from margins of 75% on wholesale and 50% on
dropship orders. Our minimum wholesale order is just one dozen items and these can be mixed across
our product ranges. There are NO upfront fees, NO minimum purchase and NO long-term commitment
for our dropshipping programme.

• watersports • moto-x / BMX •
Sole online UK distributors of
the Official FIFA 2006 World
Cup licenced sunglasses,
available in eight styles

• running • cycling •
• skiing • snowboarding •
• skateboarding • trekking •
• climbing • fishing • golf •

Exclusive pan-European distributor for
Australian brand Bonehead Eyewear. The
aggressive designs will appeal to
customers who wish to combine
wearability for outdoor activities with
durability, quality and good looks.

off-road
outdoors
running

Authorised distributor for leading US
brand Birdz Eyewear who have
established a great reputation for high
performance, stylish sports and
motorcycle goggles and glasses.

watersports
For more information:
t: 0870 4020 616
e: retailers@eyewearsystems.co.uk
w: www.eyewearsystems.co.uk

IMPULSE BUYING

Unplanned Purchases
Maximum effort and ingenuity is needed to increase impulse buying in
your store, says Steve Newman
A customer walking into any retail
outlet is a buying signal. They may
be ‘only looking’ or indeed have a
distinct purchase in mind, but once
they’re inside there is the distinct
possibility they are going to buy
something they had no previous
intention of purchasing.
Where this helps the retailer is in
the field of impulse buys. It is no
coincidence that the approaches to
the tills at supermarkets are lined
with chocolate bars and magazines.
An impulse purchase is defined as a
spontaneous purchase - an item that a
shopper had not planned to buy when
they began their shopping task.
Enamel lapel badges
from the likes of Best
Badges can be tied
into major events

56

Instant gratification
These buying impulses are tied to the
basic need for instant gratification.
For example, a shopper in a
supermarket might not specifically be
shopping for chocolate. However,
chocolate, gum and mints are
prominently displayed at the
checkout aisles to trigger impulse
buyers to buy what they might not
have otherwise considered.

Have a look at your own till area.
Do you have affordable, stylish
sunglasses, disposable waterproof
cameras for the summer months or
warm gloves for the autumn on
display? The fact remains that certain
goods have a greater potential to be
bought on impulse than others. It’s up
to you to identify these and the time of
year they may be at they’re most
‘tempting’, and apply the lessons
accordingly.
Shopping has become a major
leisure and lifestyle activity and
research suggests the increasing
importance and frequency to the
public of these unplanned, nonnecessity purchases. Indeed, there is
emerging evidence that impulse
buying constitutes a substantial
segment of purchasing behaviour.

Integrated merchandising
We have already mentioned the area
around the tills as a source of impulse
buying, but the display units in your
shop should also be used for this
buying phenomenon. If you think
about it, we have all been tempted by

what the supermarket chains refer to as
‘integrated merchandising’. This is the
practice of putting related items
together on a display stand, such as
green beans with dried onions and
chilies for making casseroles and other
dishes, whilst shoe polish is very rarely
displayed without being next to
dusters.
Most consumers view this type of
merchandising as helpful because of
the convenience of not having to go
and look for the ‘sister’ item, while the
added incentive to retailers is that it
also makes it less likely that the
customer will forget the item.
So let’s now apply this to your
own retail unit. Say it’s Wimbledon
fortnight and you’ve stocked up on
rackets, tops and tennis balls. How
about mixing in sweatbands, green
towels, even Robinson’s Barley Water?
This may sound a bit over the top, but
the customer probably had no intention
of buying a green towel when they
came in the shop, but the power of the
impulse buy makes them leave with
one. More to the point, they wouldn’t
have bought one if it wasn’t there.
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J Price of Bath can produce personalised tennis and squash balls,
which can be great impulse buys

Multi-tools, such as
this one from Gelert,
can by used by all
kinds of sports people

It’s the World Cup this year and
you’ve no doubt got all your shirts
organised ready for sale, but how
about some small enamel lapel badges
in the form of the flag of St George
that both men and women can wear to
work or out of an evening to show
their support? Various sites offer car
and hand waving St George’s flags,
and if you’re selling socks are there
rolls of sock tape next to them?
Does your cricket display have not
only bats and sweaters but also
scoring books? Have you thought
about advertising the service of
national team shirts with your
customer’s name printed on the back
before and during big tournaments?
They may even buy other items on
impulse once you get them in. The
possibilities are endless if we only sit
down and apply them to our
circumstances.
Let’s now consider some other
aspects of how you can use impulse
buying in your business. Most of us
have stock sales, but how often? An
offer of drastically reduced shirts
displayed next to those that aren’t can
result in high volume sales. Customers
like to think they’re getting a bargain
and if you can sell 50 shirts at £15
rather than five at £30, everybody’s
happy. The same applies to using
introductory low prices on new
products. This is impulse buying at its
most covert, but it simply works,
especially if you have effective
signage in place.
Signage on its own can attract
the customer to the products, but if
we also have a stunning and wellstocked visual display that is sited to
give maximum viewing potential, we
can increase our chances
tremendously. It is this point that I
believe shows the amount of impulse
buying that takes place in your outlet
is entirely dependent on the amount
of effort we put into making it
possible in the first place.

As we said earlier, some goods are
more likely impulse purchases than
others, particularly those that have
stronger symbolic and emotional
meanings (such as clothes or
jewellery).
It is also true to say that impulse
buying is affected by gender, so once
again we should cater for this.
Research implies that women see their
possessions as important because of
the emotional comfort they provide
and the relationships with others they
symbolise, while men refer more to
use-related or activity-related items.

Try before you buy
Where supermarkets have a distinct
advantage is not only in the size of
their stores but also in the use of such
strategies as cooked samples, which
entice us with the aroma and sizzling
sounds as well as the chance to taste
the product.
Fresh-baked goods have strong
aromatic powers over consumer
impulses, but not many of you can
have someone offering free nibbles or
demonstrating how something can
easily remove stains. Or can we?
We’re not suggesting that you
have the latest best-selling darts on

Certain goods have a greater
potential to be bought on impulse
than others. It’s up to you to identify
these and the time of year they may
be at they’re most ‘tempting’
display and set up a board where
people can try them out - imagine the
insurance for a start - but maybe a
high energy bar cut up for people to
taste, which you can follow up with
bars and sport supplements, placed
strategically in-store and at the till.
If you are selling on the web,
impulse buys are not to be ignored
here either as they constitute some 40
per cent of all ecommerce purchases.
The common wisdom says it’s price
that makes people buy on the web as
well as in the shop, indeed a ‘special
sale price’ motivates them to make a
spontaneous purchase. The second
most influential factor is free delivery.
There is no doubt that impulse
buying can play a major part in our
profit development, either on its own
as goods near the till or allied with
promotions or displays throughout the
store. The biggest factor lies with
you to identify the potential and
then build it in to your business.
What the customer takes out
will be entirely dependent on
what you put in, in terms
of product, effort and
si
ingenuity.

The Fuji QuickSnap
is ideal for outdoor
activities such as
skiing, hiking and
water sports
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BRAVE.
THE CHOICE
OF THOSE
WHO WANT TO
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.
It is the small but vital differences that
set us apart from other marketing and
design agencies. With a fresh and
innovative approach combined with
experience and reliability, we look beyond
the surface for our clients.

For your next product launch call us today.

08709 050605
info@edm-design.com

BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS

Price is right?
You could be losing money when you think
you’re making a profit if you don’t know your
break-even point, says Tony James
What's your business' break-even
point - that's the amount of money
you need to earn to cover your
outgoings before you make a penny
of profit?
It sounds like the sort of basic
calculation you can make on the back of
an envelope during a boring train
journey or while waiting for a rep to turn
up, but the truth is that a break-even
analysis is often not as simple as that.
Which is why, according to
Business Link statistics, around 40 per
cent of small independent retailers are
not completely certain of their breakeven point, and many could even be
losing money when they think they are
actually in profit.

Overestimating income
"I never cease to be surprised by the
number of retailers who overestimate the
actual income of their businesses," says
retail consultant Simon Fitzgerald, author
of Does My Business Make Money?

"For instance, it would seem pretty
self-evident that, say, £5,000 of product
sales will not cover £5,000 pounds of
monthly overhead expenses.
"The cost of selling £5,000 in retail
goods could easily be £3,000 at the
wholesale price, so £5,000 in sales
revenue would only provide £2,000 in
gross profit available for overhead costs.
"The break-even point is only
reached when revenue equals all
business costs, but I've had two small
retail clients recently who seemed to
think that nearly everything they took
over the counter was disposable
income - and had a nasty shock when
they found that it wasn't."
The first job when calculating
your break-even point is to identify all
fixed and variable costs.
Fixed costs, or direct costs, are
expenses that don't vary with sales
volume, such as rent or administrative
salaries. These costs have to be paid
regardless of sales.

Variable costs are usually linked to Every source of
revenue should be
sales volume and include purchasing
computed with its
costs, transport and staff wages and
own break-even point
expenses.
Then, after calculating your volume
of sales, you can work out this simple
equation: break-even point = fixed
costs/gross margin percentage.
For example, say you can buy
tracksuits for £25 each and sell them
for £50. Your fixed monthly costs are,
say, £15,000, making your break-even
point £30,000 pounds £15,000/(25/50)
= £30,000.
Unfortunately, the calculations are
hardly ever this straightforward. Most
companies have multiple sources of
revenue each with their own sets of
fixed and variable costs - and this, say
consultants, is where retailers can get
into trouble.
Ideally, every source of revenue
should be computed with its own breakeven point. Not only would this allow
the entire company strength to be
evaluated, but should a particular
product have a poor break-even point it
can be fine-tuned, or even dropped.
Consultants say that a break-even
analysis is not only a vital health test for
an existing business, but is a valuable
screening tool for new ventures, too.
"Many experienced entrepreneurs
won't even start on a business plan
unless their break-even forecast shows
that projected sales revenue is likely to
far exceed projected costs," says
Bethany Lawrence, a lawyer
specialising in business start-ups.
Although a break-even analysis
involves some serious research particularly on projected sales volumes
and anticipated expenses - Simon
Fitzgerald says you'll need to make
some educated guesses, too.

Assumptions
But whether you are dealing with a new
venture or an established business, any
break-even analysis must include these
assumptions:
■ Fixed costs will remain constant.
■ Variable costs will change in direct
proportion to activity.
■ Costs and revenue behave in a linear
fashion.
■ The only factor affecting costs and
revenue is sales activity.
■ Sales methods and efficiency will
remain unchanged during the period of
the analysis.
■ Stock levels remain constant.
■ The analysis relates to major products
or services.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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A break-even analysis
is a vital health test for
an existing business

Once you have made these
assumptions, this is what you need
to do:
■ Add at least 10 per cent to your
estimate of fixed costs to cover
miscellaneous expenses you can't
predict.
■ Base your sales revenue forecasts
on the volume of business you can
realistically expect, not on how much
you need to make a good profit.
■ Calculate the average gross profit
from each sale. This is the money left
after paying the direct costs of a sale that's what it costs you to provide the
product or service.
■ Divide your average gross profit by
the average selling price to calculate
an average gross profit percentage.
This tells you how much of sales
income is gross profit. For instance, if
you make an average gross profit of
£200 on products sold for £300 your
gross profit percentage is 66.7 (200
divided by 300).
Once you've done these
calculations, it's easy to figure out
your break-even point. Simply divide
your estimated annual fixed costs by
your gross profit percentage to work
out the amount of sales revenue you'll
need to bring in just to break even.
For example, if your fixed costs
were, say, £6,000 a month and your
expected profit margin is 66.7 per
cent, your break-even point is £9,000
a month. In other words, you would
have to make £9,000 a month just to
pay your fixed costs. This would not
include any profit or even salaries.
Another way of working out
your break-even point is to draw a

“The major advantage of this system is that
you can see at a glance how best to improve
your break-even position”
simple graph. Let's assume that your
future sales will be £25,000, direct
costs are forecast at £5,000 and
overheads at £10,000
Draw two right-angled lines - the
vertical line representing money up to
£25,000 and the horizontal line
depicting 12 months - for a year's
break-even calculation.
Draw a horizontal line at £10,000
to represent overheads and a line at
£15,000 to signify direct costs.
(Remember that direct costs are added
to overheads because you need to pay
both to reach your sales forecast, for
which you have a line at £25,000.)
On day one you will have done no
business and on day 365 you will have
reached £25,000, so draw a diagonal
line between these two points.
Similarly, on day one you will not
have incurred any direct costs and so
the only thing to pay is overheads. On
day 365 you will have incurred
£15,000-worth of direct costs, so draw
a line connecting the beginning of the
direct cost line to the end of the
overheads line. Where the two lines
cross will be your break-even point.
In this example it will be when
you reach £12,500 worth of sales
sometime in June. If you know how
much you will charge for each item
you can work out how many you need
to sell before you break even.
The major advantage of this
system is that you can see at a glance
how best to improve your break-even
position. For instance, a 10 per cent
reduction in direct costs will give you
the same improvement as a five per
cent saving on overheads, or a four
per cent increase in price. So you
may be better off slightly raising
prices instead of battling with
suppliers for a discount.

Courting disaster
It's certainly worth spending a little
time on calculations like these, for
getting your break-even point wrong
can have catastrophic results.
According to the latest DTI figures, it's
the reason why 20 per cent of new
businesses go to the wall within a year.
Charging too little or too much for
goods or services is now one of the
main causes for start-up failure,
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according to London Business School
research. But for every enterprise that
fails because its prices are too high,
two will come to grief because they
have set their break-even point too
low and don't charge enough.
"Underpricing is like a cancer
which gnaws away at a healthy
business until it's too feeble to
survive an operation," says Bristol
small business consultant, Kevin
Ascott. "It sounds a bit melodramatic
maybe, but that's what happens.
"So many start-ups undervalue
what they have to offer. This is
particularly true of a service
business. This results in the inability
to cover all necessary expenses and
still turn a profit.
"When fixing a price, it's vital to
take all overheads into consideration
- supplies, running costs, production,
transportation, promotion - before
setting a figure. It may sound
obvious, but there seems a tendency
to be hopelessly optimistic when it
comes to overheads. I had a client
who actually forgot to include his
own salary when calculating his
break-even figure."
If your analysis shows that your
break-even point is higher than your
expected revenues, two key strategies
are available:
■ Increase the company’s overall
gross margins. The most obvious
way to do this is to raise prices, but if
this is not an option look to either
decrease variable costs or concentrate
more heavily on products or services
with the highest gross margins.
■ Cut overheads. Nobody likes doing
this, particularly if it means losing
staff, but, according to Kevin Ascott:
"If managed early enough, a
company can often trim unnecessary
overheads without getting rid of a
single employee.
"There are ways in which
companies can cut the fat without
touching an ounce of bone to reach a
break-even point. For instance, it
makes you wonder just how many
dotcom jobs could have been saved if
companies had simply served tea
instead of high-cost imported coffee and stopped subsidising all those
long executive lunches." si

MANCHESTER UNITED SCORE
WITH TOSHIBA AND QUINTEK

POS PARTNERSHIP

Manager software installed on the two lanes
of 10 Toshiba ST-60 touchscreen terminals and
five further terminals based in the shirt
printing, gallery and customer service
departments.

The Benefits
Manchester United Football Club has improved
customer service and its business management
system at the club’s flagship Megastore, thanks
to Toshiba point of sale hardware in partnership
with Quintek Systems.

The challenge
Following the partnership with Nike in August
2002, Manchester United Merchandising
reopened its flagship Megastore at the
impressive Old Trafford stadium.
As one of the largest UK Premiership clubs
with a seating capacity of 68 000, the new
Megastore was designed to accommodate
considerable footfall on match days. With up to
11,000 people visiting the club’s shop on any
one match day, building up to a peak period
two-three hours before kick-off, Manchester
United needed a PoS solution that could
consistently cope with these extremely
demanding, exceptionally busy retail periods to
improve customer service, as well as manage the
stock and reporting for this fast-moving store.
The club’s expansion plans to increase the
seating capacity by a further 7,500 seats ready
for the start of the 2006 season, meant that the
chosen solution had to be future proofed ready
to cope with the anticipated increase in footfall.
An essential requirement was the need for a
customised solution to deal with the
personalised shirt printing service offered by
Manchester United that, due to high demand,
was causing longer than acceptable customer
queues and stock control problems for the store.

The Solution
Although several companies were evaluated,
Giles Hall, Systems/IT Controller, and the retail
team selected Quintek Systems Retail Terminal

The system installed by the Toshiba/Quintek
partnership has given the Manchester United
Megastore faster customer throughput,
including a customised shirt printing PoS
solution, improved stock management, as well
as comprehensive reporting.
On match days with all 25 Toshiba tills in
use, the reliability and robustness of the Toshiba
hardware is critical to the club’s ability to deal
with the huge volume of traffic throughout the
shop. The queues prior to kick-off can be up to
20 people for each till and it is essential for
customer throughput to be as quick as possible.
The ease and speed of use of the Toshiba
touchscreens with intuitive touchscreen menu
options has made the system simple and easy
for staff to operate, enabling the club to quickly
train new staff - especially important in an
industry employing a large number of part-time staff.

Customised shirt printing
service
The Toshiba touchscreen technology formed
the ideal platform for the RTM software
developed by Quintek Systems to overcome the
delays and stock control issues experienced with
the shirt printing service.
Prior to the Quintek/Toshiba PoS solution, it
had been necessary for customers to complete a
handwritten form specifying the number and
name required on their shirt, before queuing to
pay at the till and then waiting at the printing
desk for their shirt to be completed.
With the limited number of keys on the old
modular system, it was very difficult to
control the stock with so many different
name and number combinations. This
sometimes led to expensive mistakes
with some shirts being printed with
incorrect details.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
CONTACT TOSHIBA ON:
0870 890 7200
MARKETING@TOSHIBATEC-EU.CO.UK

Stock was difficult to control, necessitating a
physical stock check at the end of each month
to accurately assess the stock of each player’s
name patches, numbers and individual letters.
With the new shirt printing software
developed by Quintek Systems in place, the club
can now offer its fans an unlimited choice, with
any permutation of shirt type, size, colour,
number, player’s name, or a personalised name
of the customer’s own choice available.
The customer simply specifies their shirt
requirement at the point of sale. The
personalised multi-level drop-down menus on
the Toshiba ST-60 touchscreens guide the
operator quickly and easily through the
transaction, saving valuable time - vital at peak
periods on busy match days.
A receipt is then printed at the till detailing
the customer’s exact requirement, enabling them
to check that the information processed is
correct before actual shirt printing, preventing
costly mistakes and improving customer service.

Business management
benefits
The new Quintek/Toshiba system has given
the Manchester United Megastore complete and
accurate visibility of stock at all times, allowing
the club to manage stock more effectively.
Reporting is far simpler, with the facility to
export reports directly into Microsoft Excel for
quick and easy data manipulation. Commenting
on this area, Giles Hall, Systems/IT Controller,
said: “Quintek Systems has worked closely in
consultation with us to develop a reporting
procedure that is far more manageable, with
reports now being quickly available.

“THE EASY MANIPULATION OF DATA
MAKES REPORTING VERY SIMPLE AND
EASY TO DO AND HAS PROVIDED US
WITH IMPROVED PRESENTATION FOR
MANAGEMENT.”

E-TAILING

Trolley tactics
Offering a wide variety of robust payment methods is one of
the most important aspects of trading online, says Dave Howell
Businesses are reaping the benefits of
increased internet sales as consumers
become accustomed to buying online.
According to IMRG, online spending
rose to over £19 billion last year, up 32 per
cent on 2004. Some 24 million UK
consumers shopped online in 2005,
spending on average £816 each during the
year and £208 in the run-up to Christmas.
IMRG forecasts that ecommerce will
grow by 36 per cent in 2006, with sales
worth £26 billion. Getting your hands on
your slice of that cash is one element of
your website you should pay special
attention to.

Payment options
One area that is constantly criticised by
customers when they shop online is
complex trolley and checkout systems and
a lack of payment options. You wouldn’t
dream of telling your in-store customers
they could only pay with cash, so you
should strive to offer an easy checkout
system on your site, coupled with as many
payment options as you can put in place.

In the early days of ebusiness,
getting a merchant account from any of
the clearing banks was a nightmare.
Today, the environment is different. If
you’re going to be running a microbusiness, stumping up the cash to set up a
full credit and debit card clearing system
may be overkill. Luckily, you can use a
payment system called PayPal
(www.paypal.com) by adding some
simple links on your website.
As many of your customers will
have eBay accounts, they will also have
PayPal accounts as well, as this is by far
the most popular payment system on
eBay. If you use Dreamweaver to build
and manage your site there is a PayPal
ecommerce toolkit you can use from
WebAssist (www.webassist.com), with a
similar utility for FrontPage users from
AuctionMessenger
(www.auctionmessenger.net/paypal).
Being able to take credit card
payments in the traditional way is also an
important element of your online
business. Again, things have changed

Payment systems

PayPal
www.paypal.com
Fast and easy to implement, anyone with an
email address can pay you. Keep an eye on the
costs, though.

NetBanx
www.netinvest.co.uk
Offering similar services to WorldPay, NetBanx
is UK based and is one of the longest running
online payment services.

WorldPay
www.worldpay.com
If you want full credit card versatility on your
site, WorldPay can offer this. It can also handle
payments in multiple currencies.

Nochex
www.nochex.com
Similar in operation to PayPal, this system offers
a merchant account with minimum set-up
costs.

Protx
www.protx.com
Perfect for the smaller business that wants to
offer full payment options, but can’t afford high
set-up fees.

BT Click&Buy
www.btclickandbuy.com
Often used to pay for goods and services of low
cost, Click&Buy has become well known due to
its TV exposure.
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over the last few years, with credit card
clearing becoming much simpler to
implement on your website.
The leader in this market is WorldPay
(www.worldpay.com). It offers a complete
off-the-shelf solution, so you can offer full
credit card payment facilities on your
website. Charges can often be a worry for
the small business, so the service from
Protx (www.protx.com) is a great way of
keeping track of your transaction charges.
For £20 a month there are no transaction
charges, no set-up fee and no annual fee.
You could also sign up to offer BT’s
click&buy (www.btclickandbuy.com). If
you want to browse all the available
payment systems you could use, take a
look at the handy guide on the DTI’s
website at www.electronic-payments.co.uk.
Whichever systems you decide to put
in place, make sure you’re fully aware of
the costs involved. Just as your existing
credit card system will have transaction
charges attached to it, so will most of the
electronic systems that are available.

Shopping cart conundrum
No matter which systems you decide to
offer your customers, you have to
integrate them into your trolley and
checkout system. It will be pointless
offering a wide variety of payment
options if your customers are confused
by your trolley system.
Web testing specialist SciVisum
(www.scivisum.co.uk) discovered after
carrying out research on more than 50
top UK retail sites that one in 20
shopping cart transactions failed.
Testing your site’s transaction
components should be a top priority, as
you need to know how many customers
you are losing and why. In some cases,
this will be because your trolley system
failed, but it could also be because the
payment systems you are using are
either not robust enough or are not
interfacing with your other systems.
Says SciVisum’s CEO, Deri Jones:
“In ecommerce every transaction counts.
It’s the sporadic and unpredictable
performance of websites that is the most
worrying to users. Our study shows that
websites are not coping with the heavier
loads that occur day by day, failing
through inconsistency to support
consumer buying habits and completely
missing the boat when it comes to giving
econsumers a satisfactory, reliable
experience.
“Online retailers need to test and
monitor crucial site functionality or
they will lose customers to more
si
nimble rivals.”
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ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS
For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham,
Essex, RM13 9XU
Tel: 01708-522288
Fax: 01708-523322
Email: info@hayashiuk.com

EPOS/STOCK MANAGEMENT

Retail Systems Group

Authorised reseller of the
Microsoft Retail Management
System and our Retail VPoS
System for Sage Line 50.
www.RetailSystemsGroup.com

Tel: 0121 742 0484
RACKET SPORTS

TRAMPOLINES

Tretorn
Pressurised • Z Tour
• Championship
• Z Tour Trainer
Pressureless • Plus
• Micro X
• Micro X Trainer

SPORTS WEAR

Low • Mini Tennis Red,
Compression Orange & Green

Tel (01189) 770828
info@2ndserve.co.uk

EPOS/STOCK MANAGEMENT

Sports

To advertise in the Sports Insight Directory
contact Tim Wilby on: 01206 500240

Insight

or email: tim@sports -insight.co.uk

www.sports -insight.co.uk
CRICKET SWEATERS

SOCKS

Tel: 0116 283 9427
Fax: 0116 244 0193

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

• Football, Rugby, Hockey and Back-to-School socks
• 150 designs & colour-ways, all sizes ex-stock
Manufacturers
• Knitted-in logos • In house design
and suppliers of the
• Cotton Feet • Padded Soles • Extra Stretch
revolutionary EuroSock

info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

TABLE TENNIS

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 020 8540 2500
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

Fax: 020 8540 2524
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

Importers, Wholesalers & Suppliers
Tornado Professional
Boxing & Martial Arts
Equipment
TEL: 020 8897 2525
www.tornadosports.co.uk
E-mail: info@tornadosports.co.uk

The Undisputed Champion

Sports
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TEAMWEAR
With our in house manufacturing we can offer you consistency in colours, styles & quality, in
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or
without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small)

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOCCER
ATHLETICS
RUGBY
BOXING (VESTS)
HOCKEY
BOWLS
BASKETBALL
TRAINING WEAR
NETBALL
SOCKS

Training
Wear

Soccer

Rugby

N E W

Hockey

C A T A L O G U E

Basketball

O U T

Y

N O W

Spall LTD
Mohair Mills, Gibson Street,
Bradford. BD3 9TR
TEL: 01274 668045
FAX: 01274 665359
E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

RACQUET RESTRINGING

NO MINIMUM ORDER

OIDER

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range
or ring for a free colour brochure.

EMBROIDERS

EMBR

Netball

DESIGN SERVICE

ALL TYPES OF SPORTSWEAR
AND ACCESSORIES

✥ Embroidered with your✥club logo/design or name
✥ Sew on badges available ✥

01487 711884

email: adartembroidery@yahoo.com

MERCHANDISING
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.
More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings
& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

EPOS/CHIP & PIN

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

FCSI Ltd
Exclusive Licensee for Everlast, Boxing/Martial Arts &
Weightlifting Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells & Gloves

Tel: 0207 861 9934
Fax: 0207 863 7510
Email: ade.adelano@btinternet.com

SWIM EQUIPMENT

SWIMMING EQUIPMENT

SPORTS BOTTLES

Howard
Plastics
Sports Bottles
Manufacturers

Howard Plastics Ltd
Tewkesbury GL20 8NB
Tel: +44 1684 298206
Fax: +44 1684 850425
email: sales@howardplastics.com
web: www.howardplastics.com

Small quantities of printed bottles now available

TAIL-ENDER

Under the counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing
While talking on the phone to a selfemployed friend, I remarked how odd
his voice sounded. "It's as though
you're inside a cardboard box," I said.
"So you've noticed," he replied. "As it
happens, I'm under a towel inhaling the
steam from a bowl of Friar's Balsam, but
I'm trying to carry on as usual."
There in a nutshell, friends, is what
being an independent retailer is all about you have broken your leg, your wife has
run off with a traffic warden, the world is
threatened by giant earwigs, but you're still
behind the counter at 9am as though
nothing has happened.

No work - no pay
And the reason is pretty obvious - when
you're on your own, if you don't work, you
don't get paid.
A single parent with six children by six
different fathers may have come to expect a
house at peppercorn rent and a couple of
hundred quid from the post office every
Thursday, but succumb to the dreaded
lurgy when you work for yourself and you
might just get £40-a-week sickness benefit
if you can manage to put the right answers
on a 16-page form.
No wonder we battle on regardless of
ailments that would put your average wage
earner on sick leave for a month.
An actor friend of mine played Hamlet
with a broken leg, spending most of the
time leaning moodily (and heavily) against
the scenery, while a local freelance taxi
driver drove for several weeks with an eye
patch after a cataract operation, until his
passengers made their feelings known by
having a whip-round for a white stick.
A master of the self-inflicted wound, a
self-employed woodman I know has such
ferocious hangovers that he's not fit for
work until the evening.
Determined to fulfil his orders for
loads of logs, he is to be found deep in the
woods chainsawing at midnight by the
glow of a flickering cigarette lighter. I'd
rather you didn't mention this to the Health
and Safety Executive.
God knows, I'm no hero, but I did run
the shop in my dressing gown for a week
during last year's flu epidemic. In fact, I
stayed in the stockroom drinking Lemsip
and doing the accounts, keeping the door
open to make sure that my faithful assistant
Norman wasn't giving unauthorised credit
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to his pals in the darts team or standing
too close to the electric fire under the
counter.
We once had to call the fire
brigade after he had set fire to his
trousers and it cost me a tenner to keep
it out of the papers.
On another occasion I did the
stocktaking lying on the floor with the
computer keyboard on my chest after
slipping a disc opening a rather nice
bottle of 1984 Chablis.

Battling on
But occasionally anno domini and the
eccentricities of the human plumbing
system get the better of all our good
intentions. Not long ago, driving home
from a meeting with a supplier it
suddenly felt as if someone was
attacking my midriff with a corkscrew.
Stopping in a lay-by, I discovered
a pulsating swelling about the size of a
packet of 10 cigarettes that was fast
growing into a pack of 20 king-size.
It was all getting too much like a
scene from Alien for my liking.
Calling at the next service station, I
asked if there was a hospital in the
area. "Yes," said the attendant,
summing up the situation at a glance.
"But the crematorium's nearer."
I decided on the hospital and after
being scolded for not making an
appointment, had what appeared to be

a granny knot taken out of my
intestines by an attractive lady
surgeon who had been at school with
my daughter.
Four hours after the operation I
had set up an office in the ward and
was fielding calls from customers and
suppliers who asked why the shop
was shut - it seemed that Norman had
taken the afternoon off to have his
ears syringed.
I said I'd had a day at the races no-one wants to hear about your
problems - and that we’d be open as
usual in the morning. Manic on
painkillers, I completed my online tax
return on my laptop and bribed the
ward sister with chocolates to let me
use her phone socket for the modem.
With quiet satisfaction I returned
home three days later, all deadlines
honoured, the traditions of
independent retailing maintained, to
enjoy a sunny afternoon relaxing in a
deckchair. No one could begrudge me
a few hours' convalescence before
returning to the tyranny of the shop.
My neighbour, returning from
his building society office on the
5.10 train, peered balefully over the
hedge. "My God, it's all right for
some," he said. "I don't know what
you'd do if you had a real
job."Report sick for the rest of the
si
year, I guess.

“Succumb to the dreaded lurgy when you work
for yourself and you might just get £40-a-week
sickness benefit”
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• Accept Credit cards, PayPal, Cheques, Purchase
Orders, Phone and Fax orders...
• Supports 130+ payment gateways + PayPal and
NOCHEX
• Payments via several online payment processors at the
same time are supported
• Export orders to Excel or QuickBooks format
• Great looking customisable HTML invoices.
• Order notifications with shipping tracking number
• Customer access to orders history online

VARIETY OF PAYMENT OPTIONS

• Submission to top search engines
• Integrated META tags module
• Maximum Search Engines friendliness with autogenerated HTML page for every product
• Advanced Site Map module with links to every page in
the store
• Available Professional SEO module
• Free Froogle data feeds
• Site statistics and reports

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

• X-Cart ecommerce system licence
• Multi-level content management system for
articles/information pages
• UK-based secure hosting
• Fully customisable layout
• 100% web based administration – access from anywhere
• Logo design
• Generous space and bandwidth
• Full FTP access
• Email accounts and webmail
• Nightly backups
• Online checklists and tutorials to help you
• Use of shared test installation (premier)
• Technical support

COMPLETE ONLINE STOREFRONT BUILDER

xcartsystems.com

www.xcartsystems.com

X-Cart gives you 100’s of features straight out of the box - and
that’s just the starting point ! It is an off-the-shelf package with a
huge support base, so you won’t be tied in to one supplier. It is
also massively configurable and customisable – and easy to
make changes yourself with only basic IT skills

Our premium package with every feature listed
here plus bespoke design consultancy, testing site
and premier support – all for a fixed price

£999 + £19.99/month

Full X-Cart Gold installation. The perfect choice to
get you started online, with logo design, hosting,
email, technical support and much more

£499 + £9.99/month

Need be online today or just test the market? We
have sites ready to rent. Simply add your
products, logo & domain name (or one of ours) and go !

£99 + £29.99/month

XCartSystems is a UK-based official distributor for X-Cart. We
provide fixed-price content management and e-commerce
solutions. Call us for an informal discussion of your ideas.

content management
e-commerce

✉ enquiries@xcartsystems.com

• Unlimited membership levels with unique pricing levels
for each
• "Members Only" discounts, categories and
informational pages
• Customisable customer profiles form
• Quantity discounts
• Hide prices from non-registered users.
• Printable catalogue with faxable order form
• Configurable shipping costs based on method, product,
weight, destination etc

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT

• Unlimited number of manufacturers, products,
categories & sub-categories – assign products to
multiple categories
• Product options / properties with unique price /
inventory / weight options
• Order modification module
• Returns management module
• Full inventory control & tracking
• Import / Export to CSV files
• Supports products built from components

PRODUCT & INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

• Integrated Tell a Friend module
• News Management module with multiple news lists
• Fully multilingual
• Featured Products for each category
• Automated Bestsellers List
• Up- and cross-sell related products
• Saveable wish lists / favorites lists
• Product reviews and ratings
• Discount coupons
• Gift Certificates
• Customisable product search form
• Printable version button on every page of your store
• Gift Registry module

CUSTOMER LOYALTY TOOLS

